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Abstract: Functions of intonation and pitch range were compared 
in matched spontaneous and read speech discourses. Two casual 
conversations were recorded, and the same speakers read scripts 
prepared from the original conversations. Sections with pne 
primary speaker were examined. An intonational analysis showed 
thauhe locations of accents, phrase boundaries, and pauses differed 
between the spontaneous .. and read versions. A discourse 
segmentation detennined that the topic structures were also different, 
although less so for the second conversation and its read·version. 
Measures of pause and segment durations (as;a reflection of speeeh 
rate) were made and related to the discourse segmentation unit.s of 
sentence and paragraph, as well as to tum structure classifications qf. 
possible turn, 'rush through', and holding the floor .. Since pitch 
range plays an important role in conveying the hierarchical ,, 
. segmentation of discourse, generally being expanded at the , . 
beginning of new topics, corresponding differences in pitch range 
relationships were expected. Pitch range relationships were 
. represented in phonetic pitch trees based on phrasal peaks. These 
trees revealed that iri addition to signaling topic structure, pitch range 
was also expanded for corrections and turn taking· cues. .In 
spontaneous speech, corrections and turn management disrupted 
pitch range cues to topic stru.cture. However, the read versions 
lacked these disruptions, and the pitch range relationships reflected ..· 
· the topic struc.ture more clearly. In a listening test, significantly 
more read utterances were misperceived as spontaneous in .the 
conversation which had closely matching topic structures in the two. 
versions. 
1. Introduction 
This study has two main starting points. The first is the distinction between 
.spontaneous speech and read speech, and the second is the role of pitch range in 
signaling discourse structure. Spontaneous speech and.read speech are generally 
taken to be two quite different modes of speech production and easily 
distinguishable from one another (G~rding, 1967; Shockey, 1974; Brown et al., 
1980; Levin et al., 1982; Remez et al., 1985; Remez et al., 1986; Howell and Kadi­
Hanifi, 1991; Blaauw, 1991; Blaauw, 1992). Most detailed prosodic studies of 
speech have been of speech read in the laboratory or newscast readings. If it is true 
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that spontaneous and read speech are so easily distinguishable, we can ask 
ourselves how much of what we learn from studying read speech holds true in 
spontaneous speech. However, it may be possible for prepared materials to be read 
in a more spontaneous sounding style and not be so easily distinguishable fromtrue 
spontaneous speech. Such materials would have the advantage of having controlled 
content matter typical of read materials, butwould be more like natural spontaneous 
speech than stereotypical read speech. This study matches spontaneous speech 
materials with read materials based on the spontaneous conversations and read with 
the aim ofsounding spontaneous. I wanted to find .out whether the read materials 
were perceived as spontaneous or read and then compare the two versions, paying 
particular attention to the role pitch range in signaling discourse structure in the two 
versions. ·· 
There are a few characteristic differences between the traditional 
classification of spontaneous and read speech. Read speech generally has more 
complex syntax than spontaneous speech because it is based on written prose. It 
has fewer hesitations and shorter pauses than spontaneous speech (GArding, 1967; 
Brown et al., 1980). Furthermore, the distribution of pauses is different. Pauses 
in read speech generally align with grammatical phrases and punctuation such as 
periods and commas (Lehiste, 1975; Brown et al., 1980). Pauses in spontaneous 
speech may also lie at grammatical boundaries, but they often appear in conjunction 
with hesitations in the middle of syntactic constituents as the speaker searches for 
what to say (GArding, 1967; Butterworth, 1975). In explicit comparisons of 
matched spontaneous and read speech (where the read text is based on a 
spontaneous discourse instead of a written text and so is not completely prototypical 
read speech) the read versions exhibit fewer pauses than the original spontaneous 
versions, and the pauses are not put in the same locations (Gll.rding, 1967; 
Shockey, 1974; Howell and Kadi-Hanifi, 1991). Howell and Kadi-Hanifi also 
found that readers put stresses and boundaries between tone units in different 
positions when reading the texts that they had produced spontaneously. 
Previous studies have found that listeners are very good at correctly 
identifying prototypical examples of spontaneous and read speech. Levin et al. 
(1982) found that listeners could tell an average of 84% of the time whether an 
utterance was from a spontaneous story or a reading of a story. Even when the 
speech was low-pass filtered and none of the words were recognizable, they were 
identified 72% correctly. Informal classification of the differences between the two 
types of stories were listed as hesitations, long pauses, and non-literary words in 
the spontaneously told stories. Other studies have found that original spontaneous 
utterances and matched read productions can be distinguished even if they do not 
contain hesitations or lexical differences (Remez et al., 1985; Remez et al., 1986; 
Blaauw, 1991; Blaauw, 1992). Blaauw (1991, 1992) found that listeners could 
correctly identify a Dutch news reader's spontaneous answer to personal interview 
questions and his reading from a transcript of the interview 82% of the time when 
given the full sentence, and even as well as 75% of the time given just the first six 
syllables of a sentence. She found that the spontaneous versions had lower average 
FO and less overall FO variation, which is in direct contrast to what Remez and his 
colleagues found for their American English sample. These studies have found that 
no single acoustic aspect of the signal conveys the spontaneity reliably. If there are 
not simple acoustic correlates of spontaneous and read speech, perhaps a 
phonological analysis coupled with a pragmatic analysis will shed more light on the 
differences between spontaneous and read speech, It is unlikely however that such 
an analysis will help to explain the high accuracy that listeners have when listening 
to even small bits of speech or segmentally altered speech. 
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In spontaneous speech, the principle of .turn talcing is influential in the 
production of the talk, even if one person does most of the talking. According to 
Schegloff (1982:73), speech should be viewed as an interactional achievement. 
The accomplishment or achievement is an interactional one .... The 
· production of a spate of talk by one speaker is something which 
involves collaboration with the other parties present, and that 
collaboration is interactive in character, and interlaced throughout the 
discourse, that is; it is an ongoing accomplishment, rather than a 
pact signed at the beginning, after which the discourse is produced· 
entirely as a matter of individual effort 
Put simply, spontaneous speech is not a monologue, even if one speaker does rriost 
of the talking. A person speaks with an audience in mind, and interacts with that 
audience. Schegloff discusses several ways that a single speaker can end up doing 
most of the talking. One way is that the speaker may actively try to forestall 
interruption using what he calls 'rush through'. A speaker approaching a possible 
turn completion speeds up the pace of the talk, withholds a dropping pitch or the 
intake of breath, and phrases the talk to bridge what would otherwise. be the 
juncture at the end of a unit. The speaker instead breaks in the middle of the next 
unit. A second way is that the speaker might be forced to continue talking because 
no coparticipant starts a next turn at an appropriate change of floor. This frequently 
shows up in the form of a slight gap of silence at the possible turn completion. 
False starts are also common here since the speaker takes the responsibility to 
continue talking even though not originally intending to. A third way is that the 
speaker might continue talking because the conversational partner actively passes an 
opportunity to produce a full turn of talk, such as by uttering a backchartnel 
continuer (hmm, yeah; etc.). Spontaneous speech is interactive, and the interaction 
is both in speaking and listening for all participants. Clark and Schaefer (1989) 
describe the interactive character of speech in terms of presentations of utterances 
by speakers and acknowledgments of utterances by listeners, They say that 'a 
presentation is more than the uttering of a sentence. It is the reaction in real time of 
a spoken structure from which the partner can identify the words, phrases, and 
sentences that the contributor intended as final.' False starts, hesitations; and other 
disfluencies come because the speaker is preparing what to say 'on-line' and 
· reacting to the full situation, including the other conversational participants. · In 
summary, in spontaneous speech there is constant effort put into deciding what to 
say, making an opportunity to say it, and malcing sure that it is understood. 
Read speech, however, does not involve such a complex cominunicative 
process. Prototypical read speech, which comes from a reading of a prepared 
written text, does not require the reader to figure out what to say next, because the 
text provides that. In read speech, turns are predefined by the blocks of text on the 
page and speakers always know when they are to speak. Blocks of text announce 
the turn structure, so they are not turns in the original sense. In effect (in contrast 
to what Schegloff says of spontaneous speech), in read speech a pact has been 
signed and the discourse is produced by individual effort so it is not a true 
interactional achievement. Even if the read speech is in the form of a multispeaker 
dialogue based on a spontaneous conversation, it develops more as a series of 
monologues instead of as ·a true dialogue like the originaL The parts of the telling 
of the 'story' in the read speech seem to follow one another rather than being 
sensitive to the spontaneous context in which it was originally produced. The 
success or failure of recreating the illusion of a spontaneous conversation depends 
upon the quality of the acting of the readers and their ability to provide a simulation 
of a natural context. Read speech based on a spontaneous conversation can be 
seen as having a layer of complexity subtracted away from the original spontaneous 
conversation because the content is already prepared and the readers do not have to 
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create it on-line, and furthermore the readers know what order they will speak in so 
they do not have to negotiate for their turn. 
The second large issue explored in this study is the way that discourse 
structure is signaled. This issue is independent of the distinction between 
spontaneous and read speech. People organize what they say jn terms of 
relationships of phrases and sentences·into larger units, no matter whether they are 
speaking spontaneously or reading a text. This organization of phrases and 
sentences into larger units is called the discourse structure. Several different things 
have been shown to help signal discourse structure. Pauses at the end of sentences 
and longer pauses at the end of paragraphs have been found in read speech, 
dividing the speech stream up into units. of various sizes and with different 
. groupings (Lehiste, 1979; Brown, 1983; Silverman, 1987; Passenout and Litman, 
1993). Speaking rate has also been shown to be related to topic units. Words at 
the beginning of topics are spoken more slowly and words at the end of topic units 
are spoken more quickly (Butterworth, 1975; Lehiste, 1980). However, this 
finding is contradicted by a finding that segment beginnings are faster .as compared 
to segment endings (Grosz and Hirschberg, 1992). Amplitude also relates to topic 
units. Words at the beginning of topics are louder than words at the end of topics 
(Brown, 1983). 
In addition to these temporal and amplitude cues, pitch range also plays an 
important role in conveying the hierarchical segmentation of .discourse. This is the 
cue that I will be focusing on primarily, although I will also look at measures of 
pause durations and speech rate. Pitch range is expanded at the beginning of a new 
topic (Lehiste, 1975; Butterworth, 1975; Schegloff, 1979; Brazil et al., 1980; 
Brown, 1983) and compressed to varying degrees at the ends of phrases to reflect 
the degree of finality of an utterance (Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert, 1986; 
Silverman, 1987). Cooper and Paccia-Cooper (1980) found that boundary 
strengths can be reflected by height of FO targets in the vicinity of the boundaries. 
Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert (1986) followed up on these observations of the way 
pitch range cues discourse .structure in work with speech synthesis. They found 
that by systematically varying pitch range of phrases and pause lengths between 
segments they could signal various hierarchical relationships of topic and subtopic 
structure, Each discourse segment boundary was marked by a variation in pitch 
range which correlated with the segment's position in the overall discourse. Grosz 
and Hirschberg (1992) found in AP news stories that topic segment endings could 
be identified by relatively long following pauses, and segment beginnings could be 
identified by larger pitch r;mge, shorter following pause, and by being louder and 
faster as compared to segment endings. Recall that this tempo cue was in contrast 
to earlier findings by Lehiste and Butterworth. My data given in Section 4 seemed 
to support the finding that segment beginnings are faster than segment endings. 
However, pitch range is not only implicated in signaling topic structure 
relationships. French and Local (1986) observe .that pitch range is used in 
managing turn taking. They found the prosodic cues of interruptive turn taking to 
be high pitch and high intensity. Expanded pitch range also marks items as salient, 
things to pay attention to. Thus, it is also relevant to wh!lt Grosz and Sidner (1986) 
refer to as attentional structure -- what to successively pay attention to over time. 
The present study compared how pitch range and intonational structure were 
. used in matched spontaneous speech and read speech discourses. Two different 
two-speaker conversations were recorded, transcripts of the conversations were 
prepared, and the scripts were later read by the original speakers. The readers were 
instructed to read the scripts as if they were involved in a spontaneous 
conversation. Thus the read speech examined was not prototypical read speech, 
since it was specifically intended to be a simulation of spontaneous speech. I was 
interested in finding out how much of the illusion of spontaneity and interactivity 
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could be created in a read version of a spontaneous conversation. That is, how 
spontaneous-could a read version of a spontaneous conversation sound. The read 
speech was a reorganization of the spontaneous speech (since it came from the 
same text), one which was free of the complexity of floor negotiations (since the 
turns were predefined) and false starts (since those were removed in the preparation 
of the text). I expected to find that the pitch range cues to topic structure in the read 
speech versions conformed fairly well to what has been suggested, i.e. that pitch 
range is expanded at the beginning of new topics and decreases for related 
subtopics, but that pitch range conveyed the hierarchical discourse structure of the 
spontaneous spee~h versions less well. I expected to find that real-time production 
phenomena such as floor negotiations, corrections, and false starts disrupt clear 
topic organization. These may complicate the role pitch range plays as a cue to 
topic structure, because they themselves may have manifestations in the pitch 
ranges used. · 
To test these hypotheses, independent discourse segmentations were made 
of both the spontaneous and read versions for each speaker. The segmentatio_ns 
were not strongly based on a specific theory of discourse, but they were based on 
the ideas of major topic breaks, turns, and corrections, which were given 
operational definitions. Pause durations were measured, and a measure was made 
of speaking rate. These temporal measures were compared with the discourse 
segmentations and related to previous findings. To see whether the difference in 
interactivity between a natural spontaneous text and a rehearsed read text could be 
captured by a symbolic prosodic analysis and an analysis of pitch range, I made a 
symbolic intonational analysis of the texts, which identified phrases and accented 
words. Some intonational indications of the interactive character of the 
spontaneous texts which were not present in the read texts are discussed in Section 
5.3. From this prosodic analysis I took a measure of pitch range for each phrase, 
the peak fundamental frequency occurring on an accented word. Hierarchical pitch 
trees were constructed from these values, and the segmentations imposed by the 
pitch trees were compared with the discourse segmentation and events labeled. A 
perception test with the task of categorizing utterances as spontaneous or read was 
also carried out to see how "read" the read speech was. The results of the listening 
test are presented in Section 8. 
2. Speech Material 
The spontaneous speech used in this study was.elicited by. recording two 
separate casual conversations between friends. Each . conversation lasted 
approximately 45 minutes .. Both conversations were recorded in a soundproof 
room with a stereo microphone . oriented to concentrate the two speakers' 
productions on different recording channels. I was a participant in each of the 
conversations. The first conversation was with FP, and the second conversation 
was with DW. All three speakers are native speakers of American English. Both 
FP and DW are male. Even though the conversations took place in a soundproof 
room, the conversations were very natural. There were no tasks to perform or 
restricted topic domains; the speakers just spoke about whatever they wished to talk 
about with each other. The conversations were as close to natural spontaneous 
speech as they could be, given that the participants knew they were being recorded 
to provide material for some sort of linguistic investigation. The sections that were 
chosen for analysis were late in the session and thus past any initial awkwardness 
or unnaturalness that may have arisen from the studio setting. . . . 
The read speech used in the investigation was based on patts of the 
spontaneous conversations. Approximately seven minutes of each of the original 
spontaneous conversations were selected to be produced as read speech. 
transcribed these selections orthographically, and with the help of a colleague, 
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edited the transcripts to remove disfluencies such as false starts and pause filling 
hesitations. These editing decisions were made from the orthographic transcription 
.alone, without direct reference to the audio recording .. FP, DW, and I each 
punctuated our. own parts in. the edited transcripts. This method of editing and 
assigning punctuation allowed the maximum opportunity for topic reorganization 
between the. spontaneous and read versions since the groupings of words into 
phrases, sentences, and paragraphs were detennined from the written word and not 
as. a direct simulation of the spontaneous version. Allowing fc;>r the possibility of 
topic reorganization was important because one of the aims of the investigation was 
to explore the hypothesis that read versions had clearer manifestations of topic 
structure than the spontaneous versions. The readings were made from clean 
copies of the scripts which included the punctuation. We studied the scripts and 
read through them together before the actual recording, so the readings were well 
rehearsed. We tried to make the readings sound like spontaneous conversations, as 
if we were acting. None of the readers were trained actors. The read versions were 
approximately five minutes long. 
Most of the decisions of what to remove from the orthographic transcription 
of the spontaneous speech were quite straightforward, but some of the choices 
made using this method did not reflect the original intentions of the speakers. 
Specifically, some false starts were not accurately edited. Consider the examples 
given in (1). Example (la) is the orthographic transcription of part of FP's original 
spontaneous conversation, and example (lb) is the read production. (Pause lengths 
are also included in these examples, although they were not in the original 
orthographic transcription. They are . shown in milliseconds between angle 
brackets.) 
{1) a. mm but I <64> had I mean the stuff he knows <583> 
is kind of amazing 'cause <1137> he does a lot of 
uh environmental.impact stuff <694> 
b. but. I mean the stuff he knows is kind of amazing 
because·he does a lot of environmental impact 
stuff <454> · 
The edited orthographic transcription did not reflect that FP stopped after the 
word 'cause and started over again with a new sentence he does a lot of 
environmental impact stuff. A more accurate edited and punctuated transcription 
would have been The stuff he knows is kind of amazing. He does a lot of 
environmental impact stuff. The punctuation in the read version mad~ the phrase 
after because into a subordinate clause; which differs from the structure of the 
spontaneous production. There were also a few quiet backchannel listening or 
agreement noises such as mm-hmm and hmm which were not noted in the original 
orthographic transcription from which the read script was prepared. This omission 
of the listener's comments was unintentional and changed the character of the read 
text. Schegloff (1982:74) comments on the way omissions like these can affect a 
text. He· says that when the behavior of the listeners are separated from the telling 
of a story, then the parts of the telling seem to follow each other instead of being a 
response to the behavior of the listeners. Thus the interactivity of the original 
conversation is destroyed. Since these listener responses (including eye contact, 
etc., in addition to backchanneling responses) are not present in a subsequent 
reading of the conversation, the interactive nature of the original conversation is 
necessarily lost to a· certain extent. 
The analysis concentrated on sections where FP and DW were the primary 
speakers in the spontaneous speech and the matching read speech. · These sections 
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were each approximately one minute long. There were two reasons that I chose to 
concentrate on primarily single speaker sections. The first reason was that when a 
single speaker talks for a. period of time, there is a chance for a topic to develop and 
be structured by pitch range changes. The second reason was ,that in sections with 
one primary speaker, the 'influence of explicit turn taking is minimized.. Short turns 
and quick interchanges between speakers mix topic structure. and tum taking. With 
these considerations, I expected to find the read speech to be a less complex version 
of the spontaneous speech, with a cle~r topic structure. Then I could try to sort 
out the contributions ofpitch range changes to topic structure from other, more 
interactive, functions of pitch range changes. ·. . 
The texts of the conversation excerpts examined can be found in the first six 
figures. Figures 1 through 4 are of the. spontaneous and. n;ad versions of two 
sections of Speaker FP's conversation, and Figures 5 and 6 are of the spontaneous 
and read versions of Speaker DW's conve.rsation. In ea.ch of the figures my 
utterances are shown in italics and set off in shaded boxes. Silen.t in.tervals, a 
reflection of pauses, are shown in milliseconds between angled ~rackets(<>). 
These figures also show the discourse segmentation (see Sections 3, and 4) and 
intonational phrasing (see Section 5). The symbols PT, R, H, S,., _, F, and C 
are the discourse segmentation codes, and the symbols I, II,,} showthe into.national 
phrasing. 
3. Discourse segmentation . . , , . . , . . , . . 
There .are at least two levels of d~scourse segll!entation which ,play. a strong 
role in the organization of spontaneous speech.· ~oth interactive tum t*ing, and 
di vis.ions into major and minor. topics are important organizational principles of 
spontaneous speech. Spontaneous speech also has disruptions to the ornanizes} 
development:of topics and turns in the form of on-line production phenomenon 
such as hesitations, false starts, and corrections. However,.neither interac,tive tum 
taking phenomena nor hesitation phenomena such as false starts and ci:m;ections are 
particularly crucial to the discourse segmentation of read speech since the scripts 
provide the explicit turns and exactly what to say. . ., , . .. . 
. The· principles ·of turn taking, topic structure, and or;Hine productton 
phenomena were used as the basis for a qualitative analysis by anJndependerit 
coder. This analysis then served as the referem;:e for exploring possible acoustic 
correlates of each sort of phenomena. The independent coder was given an a\ldio 
recording and a purely orthographic transcription of each of the texts; .withno 
pauses or punctua.tion marks of any kind ... She played the tape as much as she 
needed .to label the data according to the instructions and label,s described below, 
This was a purely•. auditory-perc,eptual analysis '8ince she had .no, instnimeriu1.l 
records of the speech. The la~ls were then related to acoustic mea.sures such as 
pause lengths, standardized vowel durations (a reflectiori ofspeech rate), and pitch 
range relationships. The pl,luse duration an<:l speech rate results are described in 
Section 4, and the pitch range.relationships are described in Sectio11, 7., This 
analysis was primarily a discourse segmentation and not a strong hierarchical 
discour,se theory version of topic and subtopic relationships. I speculated on the 
subtopic structure:based on the topic segmentations provid~ by the coder. The full 
text of t!J,e parts of the conversations, studied are given in Figures 1 ,thro\]gh 6 with 
the coder's labels. The coding scheme is desctjbed in the following paragraphs. 
The symbols PT, R, H; S, ,; _, F, and C are the discourse segmentation codes, 
and the symbols I, ,II, } show the intonational phrasing (see Section 5). Silent 
intervals, a reflection of pauses, are also shown jn milliseconds between angled 
brackets ( < > ). This study looked at the spontaneous and read versions of two 
different sections of Speaker FP's conversation ('College' shown in Figs. 1 and 2, 
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and 'Friend' shown in Figs. 3 and 4) and one section of Speaker DW's 
conversation. ('Fern blaster' shown in Figs. 5 and 6). 
For turn taking, the coder labeled possible turns (PT), rush through (R), 
holding the floor (H), and searching for a word (S). A possible turn was described 
as the possible end of a turn, where the other participant could have started 
speaking. Rush through was described as a move by the speaker to speak faster 
and prevent the other speaker from taking a tum. Holding the floor was described 
. as the speaker doing something to keep the floor and indicating that he had more to 
say. Searching for a word seemed to be a subcase of holding the floor and not 
reliably distinguishable from holding the floor otherwise. The results in Section 4 
treat both holding the floor and searching for a word as holding the floor. The 
coder remarked that rush through only seemed possible between sentences, and that 
her percept of possible tum may have been based on the presence of a pause. She 
said that as a New Yorker (one who tends to trade turns rapidly and tolerate only 
short pauses at the change of floor) she may have put in more possible turns than 
the speakers themselves would have perceived, since they are from other parts of 
the country. Indeed she was correct, because I (one of the speakers) did not 
perceive as many possible turns as she did. Therefore, I have also marked where I 
considered the possible turns to be, which I had also done auditorily before I began 
the instrumental analysis. Those locations are the PTs marked with boxes around 
them, the ones where we both agreed that there was a possible tum change. I did 
not perceive any such locations in the read speech, but she did. 
For topic structure, the coder labeled ends of sentences (.) and ends of 
paragraphs L). Sentences and paragraphs were described loosely. Sentences 
could be syntactic sentence fragments as well as complete, well-formed syntactic 
sentences. A paragraph was described as a group of sentences that belonged 
together, and was possibly divided froi:n the preceding or following paragraph by a 
change of topic. However, I did not try to impose any strong idea of what a change 
of topic might be. 
For on-line production phenomena, the coder labeled false starts (F) and 
corrections (C). A false start was described as an incomplete sentence which was 
abandoned and not completed. A correction was described as a correction of a 
previous word or phrase -- for example, repeating a word with the correct 
pronunciation or using a new word or phrase after a false start. AH of the 
corrections marked were self-corrections. The coder remarked that false starts and 
corrections did not really apply to the read speech data. · 
. Generally the coder's labeling of the phenomena and mine agreed. 
However, there are a few points where I disagreed with her labels. My labels 
which disagree with hers use the same coding scheme, but the labels are circled. In 
FP's spontaneous version of 'College', shown iri Fig. 1, I felt that there was a false 
start and correction between the phrases Spanish I was uh <661> and necessarily 
had uh <317>. In FP's spontaneous .version of 'Friend' sho~n in Fig. 3, I 
strongly disagree with her labeling of the part the stuff he knows is kind ofamazing 
'cause he does a lot of uh environmental impact stuff. She marked art end of 
sentence after amazing and a rush through between amazing and 'cause. I 
disagree that there is a sentence break there. My judgment is that the break is after 
'cause, at the long pause of 1137 ms, and that that marks the end of a false start and 
the beginning of a correction to the false start with the phrase he does a lot ofuh. 
Otherwise our judgments were basically in agreement. She marked every instance 
of a repeated word as a correction, while I did not necessarily think of this kind of 
stuttering as a correction. We perceived hesitations and major paragraph breaks in 
the same places. · 
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Speaker FP, Spontaneous: 'College' 
\f~!rl'1Ji\ffl',}wiitiHtc'~Mli#/n@tifl'<~~J>c'l Fit was taught by I 
Thomas II 
IFmeanl field II, R 
t- ma-) Dr. Thomas Fic:ld <623> II, PT 
to C make a map II whom Maryl 
· on a computer would ) knows <352> II, PT 
Cis I bocausehe I 
not<47>11 also I 
nearly as much fun as <507> II H wenll 
FCtonu:11 toComc:1111 
Ibis seems veiy obvious <322> II [laugh], PT F graduatc:d from Cornell <302>11, PT 
to make: it on II and he: does stuff with urn <177> II H 
FCto make: it by II Occitan <SO> and <8SS> II H PT 
hand I. . minority 1. · 
· is much more: fun 1han to m,Jikc: it on a computer U, R Fiench languages II•· PT · ._ 
bill anyway <SS3> II Pl' "· · . . . · and speaks them well enough <109> II · 
um<S23>11HPT . · to be <35> mistaken as a native: <536> II, PT 
if you d- C if you can'tsce that I . in lhal part of C of uh Fi~12S> II, PT 
. then I Cldon'tknowifl·canexplainit1oyou<634>11, PT. ,which is amazing .<692> U, lJ!D . 
!laugh] so In-) aruillR 
I C knc:w I wasn't going to be a canographer I um<918>11 H 
but I bad no idea whll 11 c:ver since I 
was going to do <323> II , PT . · then I knc:w that <I70> 11. 
and<4S> II H · linguistics was something I was inlerc:sted in <530> II. Pl'· 
Ill ·. md<l34>11H . . 
had rc:gisterc:d for Spanish II I nc:vc:t.took any really hard I 
simply because I had ween it for · · ·core: stuff there <620> II , PT 
five yc:m in high school <461> II, PT um <1,P78> II H 
arui <469> II H - but I knew lhal <113> I 
because I was lalcing I . · . ling- <378> J . 
dpanish I was uh <661> II H J!T FCbein aJin isl is what I wanted to do <228> II, PT 
'CY"otessarily had uh <317>} H · gra uat om co ege m ree years , PT 
Fwell H thc:<30S>} . and<275>11 H 
the advisor to f- <198>I almost went lo grad.uate school c:xcept 
Cfill out my schedule for the first semester said II ~at I realized I wa:s con- <325> I 
why don't you 181cc: indroduction <141> I FChad no idea where I was going or <109> IH 
in1rodu- <130> I what I was going to be doing so <383> II, R 
C introductary linguistics II . 1coded un 1eachinc 11. PT 
. which was <53> one ninety II , R but th_at <663> ) H • 
which is our I · Fwhat I did while: I was actually there is I was II H 
two oh one: <1342> l~li:I] ~ lnterdisciplin"Z studies.major <28 PT 
0
arui II 
took it I . , .... VV.~:~4;i@ii:tttttltkhf@WiiM@fft'W?t •.,.,.:.:rtF'. . 
wilhl 
uh<492>11B PT Fig. 1. Discourse segmentation and coding. Speaker FP, Spontaneous: 'College'. 
Speaker FP, Read: 'College' 
't!::st:i~·;t,~1111k:w.ht1t:ii:WdS'.ffl:i:a;&wei<1..,;;340;:,,,::::.:-:::.:·.·.···'···'.·.·:::::::::I 
Clmean<313>11H PT 
10 make a map on computer is nol<91>} 
FCnearly as much fun <184> II, PT 
lO me Ibis seems very obvious <603> R, Pf 
lO make il by lwul is much more fun 11ml lo make il on <142> 
C oncomp-<198> PT <cOUgh309><72>H 
FC lhan lo make ii on computer <220> I, PT 
but anyway <444> II ff PT · 
if you can'l} 
see lhal <216> UH 
then I don't know if Ican explain it to you <434> II, PT 
so I knew Iwasn'l gonna be • cmu,graphcr <127> UPl' 
bul uh I bad no.idea wha1 I was going ID do <636> U, PT 
I had registered for Spanish I 
simply because I had 111km it for five yea,s in high l!Chool <382> U, Pl' 
and because I was laking Spanish ff H 
the advisor I 
to fill out my schedule U 
for the firal seme.sw I 
said <336> II H Pl' 
why don'l you lake inlroduclory linguistics I H 
which was one ninely <88> II PT 
Rwhich is our II 
two oh one <'i38> II, PT 
and it was <19S> taught by Dr.'111omas I 
Field <802> II, PT 
Thomas field IIH 
whom Mary kno'IIIS I 
because he also went lo Cornell <244> UH PT 
graduated from Camell II , PT 
and he docs slllff with uh I 
Occitan and minority Fresich languages <364> U. PT 
and he speaks them well mough_lO be mistaken. 
as a rwive in Iha! pan of Fresich fl PT 
which is <267ifi!£s1· <70> C iumuing <6SO> n , PT 
and ever smce en <258> HH PT . 
I knew linguistics was somcdling I wu inunsled in <IS8> fl, Pr 
and I never <334> U S . 
look any really hard <230> I 
core stuff lhcrc <3S8> nH Pl' 
but I knew !hit bein a lin ist inmat I wanted lo do cl > II, Pf 
I graduated om 00llcgc 
in three years <340> 11, PT 
and almost wcnl to graduate ,chool RH 
except that I reali,.cd thal I had no idea <inhale> ns 
where I was going II 
or what I was going to do <'iS9> Hff, PT 
and I 
so I ended up I 
teaching <691> II, PT 
but<l52>1S 
what I did while I <209> IS 
actually \lvas there <IS2> II H PT 
is I was an interdisciplinary studies major II. PTfou have an.v idea what that is II • PT 
on, r..11eard:· ... · · · . · · · · ., ·... , . . . . 
Fig. 2. Discourse segmentation and coding. Speaker FP, Read: 'College'. 
Figures 1 and 2 show the spontaneous and read versions of the 'College' 
part of FP's conversation. Immediately obvious is that the divisions into 
paragraphs that the coder assigned are not the same for the two versions. The 
spontaneous version was divided into four paragraphs while the read version is 
divided into five paragraphs. The end of the first paragraph in the spontaneous 
version was also perceived as the end of a paragraph in the read version. Then 
there is a major departure in the paragraph divisions in the two versions. In the 
spontaneous version the conversation flowed without clearly perceptible breaks 
from one detail to the next in the second paragraph, from registering for 
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Speaker FP, Spontaneous: 'Friend' 
a friend ofmine um <216> nH · · 
· works for NASA N• ~- · 
he'uphysis- <1 I2> · 
Cpbysias1 <698> UH. PT 
andworks11NASA > I . Fr (t'jjM£~i%H.flil%~1¥~D$.m\\Ssi}.J· 
Ror 'eCFused 10 woit' for NASA II. R 
he now wortcs_for uh <963> I II Y.I' 
S uh <98> I H 
Feda1l1 Energy Rcgulat- <9S> ) · 
no <IS97> IIH PT 
ub SC Depanme111 ofEncrgt<.197>M. PT 
he woda for Dept. ofEnergy <175> I . PT · 
and he <248> ) · 
-ris:ils all thenuclear I . · 
powa-plants in lhe country <.9S3> 11·.(m 
ifflNWffi~~•,1.¥%%l.i/kfin~@tt.~~f#N-¾%ii~Bl 
· .which is I . . 
hupposel . · · · 
illlemting work <1250> n.ifI] ·· 
mmbul 1<64> I 
had I .­
· I C munH 
1he stuff he knoW$ <S83>NH PT 
~isldndofamazing. R'cause<ll37>11 
\!:.!::!be docs a lot ofuh I H · 
envuonmen1al im-nH. PT · 
stuff<694> I H. lC1J 
and so<603> QH PT 
a lot ofthings I 
that &R:11't I 
necessarily related to physics 1•. 
he know, <42> n, R · 
which is <98>) 
FC'll's <66> really interesting <1}96> 11, (fi)
be knows uh I H 
geography I 
andi;limateof I • 
jllSI about every region I .. . .· 
ofthe Uni1ed Swes <391> n,lfi) 
Speaker FP, Read: 'Friend' 
a mend ofmine worb for NASA n. PT 
he'sapbysirul ft 
and worb at NASA NR · · 
or 'c used 10 worlc III I 
FCfor NASAN.PT . · · · 
he now wotb for !heDepl. ofEn= <300> •. PThe,wori:s(ot[)epartmcatofEncrgy-11 • · .. 
and he YisilS an the nuclear I · · 
fO""CI" plants in Illecountry ff R · 
which is II 
I suppose n 
intcn:stin I 
·. ..,
·wort <4f3> u. PT 
bal I mean H . . 
ahutuff be blows Is kind ofamazing I, 
l,eceuse he does a lot of I
envuonmearal impacc stuff<4S4> a. PT 
and'° <S78> 1H • PT . .
• lotoflhings 1h11 ari:n't 11eCC$S. rela,(ei:I to,I . 
pbysicg a · . . ., ·•.' ·, , ,· 
heknows<1S3>II.PJ · . · .,,,_, 
which iu~yinteiesung <497> II. PT ' , 
he knows I · • ·· : · .. · 
,eocrapby andclimareofl _: :: ;.. 
Just about every tcgion in the United St~~ <67> U. PT 
Fig. 3. Discourse segmentation arid Fig. 4. Discourse segmentaiion and . 
coding. Speaker FP, Spontaneou~: coding. Speaker ~,.Re~ct., 'Frit:nd'. 
'Friend'. .. , -',· 
introductory linguistics, to the teacher who taught it, to the teacher's research, I(?_his 
reaction to the course. Only when he said .tha~ !le graduated from. college m three 
years did the coder say that a new paragraph had begun. In the read version o,f'this 
same section, the section was divided into three different paragraphs. Essentially 
the po~nts that flowed from .one to the next in the spontaneous version were gi~en 
stronger emphasis in the ·read v~rsion and were judged to be independent 
paragraphs. Both versions had a paragraph beginning at / graduatedfrom college 
in three years. Another part of FP's conversation, 'Friend', is shown in Figs. 3 
and 4 in both the SpoJltaneous and read versions. Again,' as in Figs. 1 and 2, the 
transcription codes show that the two versions had different divisions into 
paragraphs. In the spontaneomi version there were judged to be_ two·paragraphs, 
but in the read version there was only judged to be one. 
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Speaker DW, Spontanc,ous: 'Fcrnblaster' Speaker DW, Read: 'Femblaster' 
uhH l·m1 no I'm cugcratmg <283> U • PT
tziis=tins <1604> 11.[m bul I like ID be lp<mWIOOIIS wbcn I leach II. PT 
ub<39S>U 
IIH C I'll <244> as 
Cl<2AS> like robe 'P"flLaneous I kind of lnvcall 
wbcn I lach <677> n. PT ......... I 
to bdp me will, my readiing 11, PTph<W~r PT
well ii 1hCR'1oncll, PT . 
kind 0011-1 Y 
characters II 
IDhdpmc <697> II SH. PT 
wilb my 1codling II H R 
• < > 
don'llatow > , PT 
1ben, _ _,,... piCIIJni 1h11 come ID mind <91> I ,PT 
cbl 
IOOIC I'd nlher not dilCUSS In gcntul company <413> IL PT 
il<i22>11 
noa 
it'1 jull a weird IOUllding nmnc II 
you latow IH, R 
wh__. you talk about <389> II:.'.. ;.. ;.n IOlllebodyl 
telling you bow to I 
Cl doo'I tnow II PT ,pcatll
lberc'~ 1cveral II SH lbca I always uy <289> II 
picturcl dull come to mind II PT 
IOOIC I'd <44&> IS H ~li'!'!r..mrvMn.l 
Cl'd rllhcr not discuss in gcniccl canpany bu[t]­
-1d lcll you ID do Ibis <309> II, PT 
<l•ych 420> II • PT lbcwoulduy'I
uh <490> II H , ncva uy ain't II 
umnouh«Ral: 856>11H. PT and lblll type of lbing <414> II. PT ' 
noCno i(s just aHCt1C it's just• weird soundina lltlQJC IL PT 
you know II "°' and <216>1s H PT 
whcnna I talk about somebody telling you II people l::now when dac', coming up onymarc <428> II • PT 
bow II end your eighth gnde English !Ucha- II. R 
IO Sj,cak <342> II. PT end you hear these little I 
lhcnl till<=<• in the bock or the room UH. R 
rooknowl Edna FemblMkr <467> n • PT 
end "° you know <2T/> II 
well um II 
you know Mrs. Pcmblaslcr II I like use cheraciai IS 
would tell you to do this II H. R like lhll because it's I 
die. would say never say ain't II Rich• basic ooncq,t <256> II • PT 
end thl!I. IYJ>'c or thing <1391> 11.r,;,:J ir.'1 nia: ro 1,av,, something e-00crcle lls
"° uh <459>11 PT and and c•·onclpcople <creak 316> IIH ID honi c,oto ro he~ PT 
Cpecple know when she's coming up II l&ic',rcii)y oot fuo much ol • chance lor I 
anymore II. PT class participation as yet <497> 11. PT 
c::,•r.::.,. CF dull tilf. or thins <I03> 11. PT 
uh «iO> and your eighth grade English tca;hcr 1111 
and you hear lhcsc: Jiu.le liUC"t"S I 
in the beck or the room <205> II. PT 
Edna Pcrnblasler 'n <463> II, PT 
..a,.,11. 
you know I 
lhl!I. type orlhing <125> <erc.ak 167> II. PT 
Fb<cause <497> IIH PT 
I Ii- C like lO use characters I Fig. 5. Discourse segmentation and 
like tha1 I 
because <502> II H PT coding. Speaker DW, Spontaneous: 
h', such a basic conccpl I., R 
'Fern blaster'. it's nice to have somelhing <373> II H 
concrete lo han onto 10 hcl <I 000> II 
Fig. 6. Discourse segmentation and nso > 
lhcre'sreally not been I . coding. Speaker DW, Read:IOO much or a chance for <128> II S H 
class participation as yet <642> fl • PT 'Fern blaster'. 
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The spontaneous and read versions of Speaker DW's 'Femblaster' section 
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 had similar divisions into paragraphs. The first half was 
judged to be three paragraphs in the spontaneous version, but only one paragraph in 
the read version. The first two paragraph divisions in the spontaneous version 
align with pauses greater than 1.6 seconds. , It is as if DW was taking his time 
making the transition from the previous part of story that he had been telling into a 
new aspect of the story in the spontaneous version, but that it did not take the same 
kind of time to make the transition in the read version. The next paragraph division 
after the matching halfway point was in essentially the same position, either before 
or after and so you know that type of thing, and the final paragraph division was in 
the same location. 
4. Acoustic measures. of pause and speech rate . 
, To see whether there were any easily quantifiable correlates of these 
"paragraphs", "possible turns", and so on, measures were made ofpause,durations 
and vowel durations (the latter as a metric of speech rate). Relatively broad 
phonetic transcriptions of the <la.ta were made using both audltory perception and 
spectrographic analysis of th.e speech. The spectrograms were made on a DSP 
Sona-Graph 5500-1, Kay Elemetrics Corporation instrument. Silent pauses and 
breaths were identified and their durations were measured in milliseconds, based on 
the spectrograms and wavefonns of the speech. The pause durations are reported 
in the transcriptions as millisecond values shown between .angle brackets ( < >). 
Breaths are not distinguished from silent intervals,, but rather are included in· the 
pause durations given in the transcriptions. Silent intervals due to segments, such 
as stop closures, were not counted as pauses. I segmented the vowels guided by 
spectral changes between consonants and vowels. Vowel durations always 
included exclusively the voiced portion of a vowel, where there was an.obvious 
voice bar. After stop consonants, the first periodic glottal pulse with both a voice 
bar and energy in the first fonnant was taken as the beginning of a vowel. Vowels 
were segmented from nasal and lateral contexts at the point of spectral change and 
damping of the first and higher formants. Voiceless vowel durations were not 
always possible to. segment and separate from the surrounding consonants, so they 
were classified as voiceless and not given any duration in milliseconds. · 
4.1 Pause measures 
Previous investigators have found that read versions ,of spontaneous texts 
exhibit fewer pauses than the original versions (GArding, 1967; Howen and.Kadi­
. Hanifi, 1991). This was also the case for these data, as shown in Table 1. Read 
speech has also been found to have shorter pauses than spontaneous speech 
: (GArding, 1967; Butterworth, 1975), and this finding also holds for these data, also 
shown in Table 1. Both speakers had similar patterns of pause length distributions, 
with a higher mean and larger standard deviati.on of pause length in the spontaneous 
than in the read. Pause durations were significantly different between spontaneous 
Table l . 
Pause characteristics of the spontaneous and read productions by Speakers FP and 
DW. 
FP DW 
Spon Read Spon Read 
total number of pauses 72 46 36 23 
.mean duration (ms) 439 322 561 293 
standard deviation (ms) 358 192 418 I 12 
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and read speech for both speakers (FP: t= 2.13, p<.05; DW: t=2.71, p<.01), but 
the distributions of pauses within the same mode of speech was not significantly 
different between the speakers (spontaneous: t=-1.34, p>.1; read: t=.51, p>.1). 
So, pauses were longer and had more variable lengths in the spontaneous speech 
than in the read speech, for both speakers; On this measure of pause length then 
these materials are typical of what has been found in spontaneous and read speech 
in the past, even though this read speech is not prototypical read speech. 
Previous investigations have found pauses at the ends of sentences and 
longer pauses at the ends of paragraphs in read speech (Lehiste, 1979; Brown, 
1983; Silverman, 1987; Grosz and Hirschberg, 1992; Passenout and Litman, 
1993). Table 2 reports the pause length distributions relative to the discourse 
coding categories for the current data. The values in the columns of the table 
represent how many of the data points fall within the range of values. The first two 
columns are the values of pauses longer than the mean, either greater than one 
standard deviation above the mean (the first column) or between the mean and one 
standard deviation above the mean (the second column). The next two columns 
represent the pause durations less than the mean, either between the mean and one 
standard deviation below the mean (the third column) or less than one standard 
deviation below the mean (the fourth column). The fifth column represents those 
occurrences of each coding category with no following pause, and the final column 
represents the ones which have um, uh, or similar filled pauses, which is used 
mainly as an explanation for the code holding the floor, which is discussed shortly. 
Values in the "um" column include tokens from the first five columns, since they 
either did or did not have following pauses. · There were not very many paragraphs 
in the data, but it did not seem necessary for there to be a long following pause 
(greater than the mean) in order for the coder to mark an end of paragraph. For 
Speaker FP's read version there seemed to be longer pauses at the. ends of 
paragraphs however. Otherwise there was no compelling evidence for this claim in 
these data. More sentences ended with pauses than without following pauses, but 
again, sentences could end without a following pause. 
Possible tum locations as marked by the coder correlated very closely with 
the presence of a following pause but had no clear correspondence with the length 
of the following pause. There are more pauses than tum labels, but most of her 
possible turn locations had a following pause. More of the possible turn locations 
corresponded with a following pause of longer than the mean, but she also marked 
possible tum locations when there was no pause at all. I marked many fewer 
possible turn locations than the coder did. Where I marked possible turns, the 
pauses were generally higher than the mean. Note, however, that as a participant in 
the conversation I took actual turns in the DW spontaneous conversation at places 
that I at later listening didn't think were appropriate as possible turn locations; That 
means that I took interruptive turns, and actively took the floor rather than waiting 
until it was given to me. Those locations had shorter than the mean pause duration, 
or no pause at all. I marked no possible turns at all for the read versions, because it 
didn't seem to me as a listener that there were possible turns in the read version. 
Rush through was marked primarily on locations where there was an 
extremely short pause or no pause at all at the end of a sentence. This would 
correspond to what Schegloff (1982) called failing to pause for breath and 
continuing on into the next unit. Holding the floor had no clear relationship to 
following pause length. Sometimes there were long following pauses and 
sometimes no following pause at all. However, pause fillers and hesitation words 
like um and uh were closely linked with the label of holding the floor. There were 
more instances of rush through and holding the floor marked in the spontaneous 
speech than in the read speech, as we would expect if we view these as indications 
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of interaction whh the other conversational participant and of the speaker having to 
think on-line of what to say. 
Table 2 
Numbers of each type of discourse coding for each following pause category, by 
speaker and mode of speech. 
very long short very no "urn" 
long 
(> 1 sd) (> m) (< m) 
short(< -1 sd) pause 
a) FP spontaneous 
topic structure 
sentence end 4 9 13 1 7 0 
paragraph end 1 1 3 0 1 0 
turn structure 
possible tum (coder) 8 15 12 0 3 4 
possible tum (author) 4 3 2 0 0 0 
rush through 0 0 0 2 7 0 
holding the floor 6 8 8 2 5 13 
b) FPread 
topic structure 
sentence end 9 7 5 5 0 
paragraph end 3 1 0 1 0 
turn structure 
possible tum (coder) 













rush through 0 0 0 1 2 0 
holding the floor 1 4 5 1 4 0 
c) DW spontaneous 
topic structure 
sentence end 5 4 8 0 7 3 
paragraph end 2 0 2 0 0 1 
tum structure 
possible tum (coder) 4 6 13 0 5 4 ' 
possible tum (author) 3 0 2* 0 l* 0 
rush through 0 0 0 0 5 0 
holding the floor 0 3 7 I 11 6 
d) DWi:ead 
topic structure 
sentence end 5 2 5 2 7 0 
paragraph end I 0 0 1 1 0 
tum structure 
possible tum (coder) 5 2 6 2 5 0 
possible tum (author) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
rush through 0 0 0 0 4 0 
holding the floor 0 0 I 0 4 0 
·* I did not mark these as possible turns listening afterwards, but I actually took turns (of the 
interruptive sort) at these points. · 
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Table 3 
Vowel phoneme duration means and standard deviations, by speaker and mode of 
speech. 
a) Speaker FP 
vowel mean standa!d number 
phoneme duration (ms) · deviation (ms) of tokens 
Sport Re.ad Spon Read Spon Re.ad 
j ) I 58.2 63.0 24.8 31.1 50 52 
52.7 54.3 32.5 28.7 140 114 
u 106.8 96.5 73.7 55.5 6 4 
u 63.5 54.5 10.0 2.1 4 '2 
£ 75.1 78.2 41.5 43.0 31 39 
a 75.5 56.1 82.7 29.6 134 137 
0 123.2 97.1 70.2 65.3 22 19 
re 117.3 97.4 69.8 42.5 41 30 
a 84.2 83.1 37.6 23.4 24 21 
ei 89.0 8L2 31.3 27.8 17 18 
ai 115.7 88.2 38.3 31.9 30 30 
au 157.5 96.7 58.7 23.0 4 j 
b) Speaker DW 
vowel mean standard number 
phoneme duration (ms) deviation (ms) of tokens 
Spon Read Spon Read Spon Read 
73.4 65.3 31.9 29.1 25 27 
70.3 57.2 44.7 27.3 61 54 
u 66.0 69.8 24.6 25.9 5 5 
u 51.7 47.5 17.5 16.3 3 2 
£ 77.5 71.4 40.5 29.3 23 26 
a 94.1 66.4 64.4 44.5 82 67 
0 163.7 135.9 60.8 47.9 15 12 
a: I 14.0 94.7 43.5 35.9 26 19 
a 90.0 106.3 34.1 38.5 10 8 
ei 111.4 87.7 34.1 29.9 17 15 
oi 111.0 69.0 0.0 15.6 1 2 
ai 106.4 101.8 37.7 56.1 20 18 
au 134.8 94.5 40.4 16.2 4 4 
4.2 Speech rate measure , 
We might expect that the speech rate varies more in spontaneous speech 
than in read speech, as a speaker rushes to hold the floor, slows down when 
thinking of what to say, and the like. There have also been reports in the literature 
about differences in speech rate at the beginning of a paragraph and the end of a 
paragraph, although the reports disagree on the direction of the. differences. The 
way I chose to look at speech rate was the durations of vowels. The faster the 
speech rate, the shorter the vowel duration. Looking at just the raw vowel duration 
can give a partial answer to the question of whether speech rate varies more in 
spontaneous speech. Table 3 shows the means of the measured vowel durations 
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and their standard deviations. Voiceless vowels, which were given a duration of 0 
ms by the segmentation criteria, were not included ht the values shown here. For 
both speakers, the majority of the v.owels had larger means a~d. larg«r s.tandard 
deviations in the spontaneous speech than the read speech. The higher standard 
deviations around .the vowel ,means in the spontaneous speech indicates that there is 
more overall variation i.n rate. in the spontaneous speech than the read speech. 
However, the raw .vowel duration alone can only tell us so much about 
relative speech rate. Each vowel has an inherent duration (e.g. low vowels are 
longer than high vowels), and with this sort of information remaining we cannot 
really know if the vowel at any particular point in the discourse is long or short, 
unless it is compared'tO the average for each vowel of its type. A:method for 
factoring out this kind of inherent phoneme duration is to convert the duration of 
each vowel token to a z-score (i.e. the number of standard deviation units: a:way 
from the mean for that vowel phoneme -- for a full description of the method see 
Campbell and Isard, 1991; Campbell, 1992). In this way we can see for each 
particular token whether it is longer or shorter relative to the others of its class. · For 
these data, the standardized values of each vowel were calculated separately for 
each speaker and each mode of speech. Segments with the mean duration for their 
class have z-score values of 0, longer than average segments have positive z-score 
values, and shorter than average segments have negative z-score values. The z­
score vowel durations were used as a measure of local rate of speech~ SQ, for 
example, if rush through was realized. by a local increase in rate, the z-score values 
of the vowels in those regions would be smaller than the surrounding context. 
Similarly, if holding the floor was partly accomplished by extending the length of a 
word while the speaker thought of what else to say, we would see larger z·-score 
values for the vowel(s) of such a word. · · 
Table 4 shows the distribution of the z-score vowel durations for the final 
vowel before each of the discourse codings for each speaker and mocfo ofspeech. 
The Jong vowels (i.e. greater than the mean, with positive z-scores) are In the first 
two columns, and the short vowels (i.e. less than the mean, with negative z-scores) 
are in the next two columns. The last column is for voiceless ,vowels, whose 
durations were Oby the segmentation criteria used. In these data, se_ritence initial 
vowels tended to be shorter than sentence final vowels, and paragraphjnitial 
vowels tend to be shorter than paragraph final vowels: This does notagreewith the 
observations that words at the beginning of topic units are spoken more slowly than 
words at the end of topic units (Butterworth, 1975; Lehiste, 1980). It agrees better 
with the finding that topic segment beginnings were faster as compared to segment 
endings (Grosz and Hirschberg, 1992). 
The final vowel before possible turns primarily had longer than the mean 
duration for vowels. So, it seems that a relatively long vowel and ·a following 
pause were good cues for the coder to decide that there was a possible turn location. 
Rush through seemed to have a distribution on the shorter end of the scale than 
possible turns. Most of the vowels before a rush through were l~ss than one 
standard deviation unit above the mean (z-score greater than 1), but there were 
some with longer durations. So, a rush through seemed to correspond to a 
relatively short vowel and a short following pause. Holding the floor corresponded 
to long vowels; most were greater than the mean and only one token was shorter 
than one standard deviation unit below the mean. This seems to be a more reliable 
correlate of holding the floor than following pause duration, which could be very 
long or no pause at all. 
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Table 4 
Numbers of each type of discourse coding for each following standardized vowel 
length category, by speaker and mode of speech. 
very long short 
long 
(> 1 sd) (> m) (< in) 
a) FP spontaneous 
topic structure 
sentence start 7 8 12 
sentence end 13 6 9 
paragraph start 0 2 4 
·paragraph end 1 3 2 
tum structure 
possible tum (coder) 14 13 6 
possible tum (author) 1 6 1 
nish through 1 3 4 
h~lding the floor 20 6 3 
b) FP read 
topic structure 
sentence start 1 5 10 
sentence end 16 6 2 
paragraph start 0 2 1 
paragraph end 3 1 1 
tum structure 
possible tum (coder) 19 13 3 
possible tum (author) 0 0 0 
rush through 1 0 2 
holding the.floor 5 8 2 
c) DW spontaneous 
topic structure 
sentence start 3 7 12 
sentence end 10 2· 10 
paragraph start 1 4 1 
paragraph end 2 0 2 
tum structure 
possible tum (coder) 12 6 8 
possible tum (author) 0 2* 1 
rush through 2 0 2 
holding the floor 9 6 6 
d) DWread 
topic structure 
· sentence start 6 2 9 
sentence end 5 9 7 
paragraph start 2 0 2 
·paragraph end 0 2 1 
turn structure 
possible turn (coder) 6 8 6 
possible tum (author) 0 0 0 
rush through I 2 1 
holding the floor 2 2 I 
·. · 
very . voiceless 
short vowel 









































* both from actual turns and not perceived possible tum 
# one from perceived possible tum, one from actual tum 
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A specific example showing the z-scores for each vowel in a matched 
spontaneous and read section is given in Fig. 7 .. The example is from Speaker FP's 
section 'Friend'. A partial intonational transcription of this excerpt is given in (2), 
where (2a) is the spontaneous and (2b) is the read version. Accented syllables are 
underlined, and phrases and pauses are marked in the text as previously. A 
complete discourse coding of the example can be found in Figs. 3 and 4. The 
vowel z-scores are plotted against the vowel phonemes occurring in the excerpt. 
The z-score values of the vowels of the spontaneous version are shown by open 
circles and the z-score values of the read version by filled circle.s. These values 
represent the vowel durations of'the words lined up below the graph. The 
spontaneous and read versions are aligned· with each other word-by-word and 
vowel-by-vowel. The x-axis tick mark labels are the Spontaneous version vowels. 
The symbol !ll means that the vowel was voiceless:or deleted (e.g. in he .and and), 
and a dash shows that there was no cqrresponding word in the other version (e.g. 
there was no at in the spontaneous version). When a vowel was voiceless or 
deleted in one version relative to the other, that vowel was given a. z-score of -2 to 
graphically show a 'very short' vowel. When a word was missing relative to the 
other version because of editing or reading differences, the missing vowels were 
given z-scores of O to graphically show no variation in vowel dura~on. These two 
kinds of z-score assignments were purely for display purposes and played no role 
in the calculations. 
(2) a. he's a ~is- <112> } ~icist <698> I I 
and works at NASA <389> 11_ 
mm-hrrun 
or 'e ~ to work.' for NASA I I 
~ llilli. ~ !m: uh <963>. I 
fill <98> 11 .E:e,deral Energy Be!Julat- <95>} 
no <1597> 11 uh Del2filiment of Energy <197> 11 
b. he's a ~icist II 
and ~ at NASA 11 
or 'e ~ to HQI'.k_ .a.t. } .fm: NASA• 11 
he nm:.. xlQilS. for the De~ent of Energy <300> I I 
Fig. 7 gives the flavor of the rate variation given by this. measure of 
relative vowel duration. The most striking differences between the two versions is 
where long durations, i.e. relatively slow speaking rates, were used. Very long 
duration vowels occurred phrase finally, for holding the floor, and for searching for 
a word. In the read version, the_ ve.ry long duration vowels were phrase final 
vowels, especially the two tokens' of NASA. These are clear in.stances of phrase 
final lengthening. The phrase he's a physicist also shows final lengthening, 
although not as strikingly. The sp~mtaneous version does not show: the same clear 
tendency for final lengthening as the read version does. In the spontaneous 
version, the very long vowels were other than phrase final vowels. The. final vowel 
in the aborted word physic- was very long; presumably because the speaker was 
trying to decide if that was what he actually wanted to say. The other two very long 
duration vowels in the spontaneous version (well over 2) were on the first two 
occurrences of the pause filler uh. The coder and I both marked these as holding 
the floor and searching for a word. This is a clear example of breaking in the 
middle of the next unit, both a syntactic and semantic unit, as Schegloff (1982) 
describes, and it shows lengtliening associated with searching for upcoming words. 
Notice, however, that the next occurrence of holding the floor and searching, on no._ 
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Fig. 7. Vowel duration z-scores for an excerpt from Speaker FP: 'Friend', both spontaneous and read versions. They­
axis shows the z-score value of each vowel, and the x-axis shows the vowel phonemes aligned above the 
appropriate text for the spontaneous (S) and read (R) versions. Underlined syllables are accented. Discourse 
codes are as in Figs. 1 to 6. · 
for. holding the floor and searching to be perceived. In .this specific case there was a 
long silence, 1597 ms, between no and uh after an incorrect mention, Federal 
Energy Regulat-, and the expectation is that he will think of the correct place and 
continue speaking once he h11;s thought of it. Thi.s would be adequate in itself for 
the perception of holding the floor and searching for a word. 
Short vowel durations correspond in some cases to the perception of rush 
through. In the spontaneous version the speaker uttered the phrase or 'e ~ed to 
work for NASA with just a single accent on used and spoke the rest of the words 
relatively faster than his average rate. There was no pause for breath at the end of 
the phrase and the vowels were voiceless or right at or below average duration. 
The vowel for 'e was a voiceless vowel (hence given a -2 z-score. for display 
purposes), and the beginning of this phrase was perceived as rushed. There was 
also a rush through marked at the end of this phrase ending with NASA, and no 











J!hllicistlland~atNA.SAllor 'e ~to~ork for NASA II 










MicistUand worksatNASAllor 'e ~tolc;r~for NASAII 
<0> <0> <0> 
Fig. 8. Vowel duration z-scores for an excerpt from Speaker FP: 'Friend', for (a) 
spontaneous and (b) read versions. The y-axis shows the z-score value of 
' each vowel, and the x-axis shows the vowel phonemes aligned above the 
appropriate text. Discourse codes are as in Figs. I to 6. Underlined 
vowels and syllables are accented. · 
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In many of cases discussed above there was a correspondence between 
s.hort segmental durations and the perception of rushing, and a correspondence 
between long segmental durations and holding the floor or searching for a word. 
However, in the spontaneous version no was marked as holding the floor where 
the vowel had a z-score of less than 1, and in the read version a rush through was 
marked at the end of the phrase and works at NASA where the vowel had a z-score 
of more than 2. Understanding things like rush through and the like from rate 
information are complicated by noise irt the data· from accents and phrase 
boundaries. A vowel can be long because it is an accented syllable, because it is a 
phrase final syllable, or because the speaker is trying to hold the floor. However, a 
vowel can be accented and still not be very long. Fig. 8 shows a further expansion 
of part of this same example. As in Fig. 7, the vowel z-scores are plotted against 
the vowel phonemes. In (a) the vowels durations plotted and labeled are the 
spontaneous vowels, and in (b) the vowels plotted and labeled are the read vowels. 
The underlined vowels were the vowels which were accented, and we can see that 
in both the spontaneous and read versions there are accented vowels which have z­
scores of less than the average of 0. Pause durations are also given. 
In the read version the word final vowel of NASA is long in both cases 
showing phrase final lengthening. The [a] of the first NASA is shorter than the 
second one where the coder marked the end of a sentence and the end of a potential 
turn, indicating that it had less final lengthening. This potential turn had no 
following pause, so it must have been partly the extreme final lengthening that 
contributed to the perception of a potential turn. Notice, however, that the first 
NASA in the read version is marked as a rush through, even though the vowel 
durations are very long, with the long [re] from the accent and the long [a] from the 
phrase final lengthening. The perception of rush through at that point is probably 
due to the lack of pause between the phrases. In the spontaneous version, the 
accented vowel [re] of NASA is longer than the word final vowel. In the 
spontaneous version the phrase final lengthening is not the primary contribution to 
length on NASA. On the word physicist by contrast it is the phrase final vowel 
which is longest rather than the accented vowel. Listeners and speakers probably 
have a complex template to compare to for different positions in a sentence, 
different accent locations, etc. and can tell when something is rushed relative to 
what it would have been otherwise. 
5. Intonational Analysis 
5.1 Symbolic transcription framework 
One reason for doing an intonational analysis of the materials in this study 
was to see if a symbolic intonational analysis could express some of the difference 
in interactivity between natural spontaneous speech and rehearsed read speech. A 
second reason was to determine the phrasing necessary for a pitch range analysis. 
The symbolic transcription framework used in this study is based on 
Pierrehumbert's system for transcribing English (see Pierrehumbert, 1980 for some 
categories of the system, modified in her later work with Liberman (e.g. Liberman 
and Pierrehumbert, 1984) and with Beckman (e.g. Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 
1986)) and th.e ToBI standard (Tones and Break Indices) for prosodically labeling 
data in American English, Australian English, and certain varieties of British 
English (Silverman et al., 1992). The major components of the intonational 
transcription system are pitch accents, phrase accents, and boundary tones. The 
intonational components are listed in Table 5. Only high tones (H) and low tones 
(L) are assumed in the phonology. Pitch accents are tones associated to certain 
stressed syllables. The association shows up in the time alignment of FO to 
segments. There are single-tone pitch accents and bitonal accents which have two 
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Table 5 
Tonal components of ToBI intonational transcription system. 
Pitch accents: · · H*,L*, !H*, L+H* (and L+!H*) 
(i.*+H, H+!H* not attested in these data) 
Phrase accents: L-,H: 
Boundary tones:' L%,H% 
Intonation phrase final. sequences: L-L%, L-H%, H-L%, H-H% 
tones, with a tone leading or trailing the explicitly associated tone, the one marked 
with an asterisk. Words can be grouped into phrases at two levels in this system, 
intermediate phrases and intonational phrases. Intermediate phrases are marked by 
phrase accents (L- and H-), and intonational phrases by boundary tones (L% and 
H%). Intonational phrases can have one or more intermediate phrases. With two 
kinds of phrase accents and two kinds of boundary tones, there are four possible 
intonational phrase final sequences (L-L%, L-H%, H-L%, and H~H%). The 
intonational phrasing is additionally marked in the orthographic transcription ofthe 
examples to help the reader see the alignment of tones when they are of interest 1111d 
to show the phrasing when the specific tones are not of interest. · Intermediate 
phrases are marked by single vertical bars (1), intonational phrases are marked l>y 
double vertical bars (II), and intonation contours which are cut off by hesitations or 
restarts are marked by curly brackets, (} ). The symbols for the intermediate and 
intonational phrase boundaries conform ,to the IPA guidelines.for,marking major 
and minor phrases (International Phonetics Association, 1989): · 
The examples in Fig. 9 illustrate some of the componel).ts of the intonational 
transcription system. They are examples from Speaker FP · 'Friend', . the 
spontai:ieous (a) and read. versions (b) of the. sentence A friend ofmine works for 
NASA. The intonational transcription can also ~ found in example (3);' with 
spontaneous (a) and. read (b). The figure shows from top to. bottom for each 
version the speech waveform, , tonal transcription, word boundaries, arid 
fundamental frequency contour. The time scale is the same for both versiqns, and 
shows that ,the spontaneous utterance is longer than the read version. The en.ds of 
words are marked by. the labeled lines .. The transcriptions are. tightly Jinked fo the 
fundamental frequency contour as well as .to the auditory percept. H*. signifies a 
high target FO on the accented syllable. The. accent L+H* is characterized. by arise 
from a low to a high frequency. Thi~ rise for L+H* is seen most clearly in Fig; 9 
on the word friend in .the spontaneous version. Downstepped accents are 
transcribed explicitly with the downstep diacritic '!' (!H* and L+!H* in these data). 
We see downstepping in the read version of Fig. 9. The sequence of !H* accents 
m~ans that each high tone is realized on a lower pitch than itwould have been were 
it not downstepped. There'is no specific pitch movement obvious for the ac.cented 
words in this example, but ~here is. a clear percept ofaccent on the words min~, 
works, and NASA. · 
(3) a. a friend of mine um 11 works for N?\,SA 11 
L+H* L-L% H* L+H* L-L% 
b. a friend of mine works for NASA 11 
H* , . !H* !H* L-L% 
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a) Spontaneous version: A friend ofmine um works for NASA. 
.... .1J .1..I I I •
~,, I I I I I I 
·~ !&' !!:l ~ -· !&' 
NASA I%.....i 2!I ~ ~ -ml ~ 
350
... ; .. 
t'.,.
200 












Fig. 9. Spontaneous and read versions of Speaker FP's sentence 
'A friend ofmine works for NASA.' Fundamental frequency in Hz. 
Four types of differences between utterances can be described given this 
system of transcription: presence versus absence of pitch accent, type of pitch 
accent, phrasing, and pitch range of phrases. The examples in Fig. 9 (and example 
(3)) illustrate all but the first of these differences. The words friend and NASA 
show differences in the choice of accent type between the two versions, L+H* in 
the spontaneous and H* or !H* in the read. There is a difference in phrasing, two 
intonational phrases in the spontaneous version (both ending with L-L%) in 
contrast to a single intonational phrase in the read version (also ending with L-L%). 
The two phrases in the spontaneous version gives two domains for pitch range, in 
contrast to the read version where there is just one. In addition, the spontaneous 
version was realized in a much wider pitch range in the first domain -- a peak at 337 
Hz versus 200 Hz in the read version. Example (4) shows differences in presence 
versus absence of pitch accent, as well as phrasing and pitch range of phrases. 
They are again utterances from Speaker FP 'Friend', spontaneous (a) and read (b). 
The spontaneous version had only a single accent, on used, while the read version 
had accents on several more words. The read version has a second phrase, after the 
interrupted phrase correcting at with for. The pitch range of the spontaneous 
version, realized by the peak on used, was much higher than the read version -- 196 
Hz as opposed to 159 Hz. 
(4) a. or 'e used to work for NASA 11 
L+H* L-L% 
b. or 'e used to work at for NASA I I 
L+H* !H* !H* H* !H* L-L% 
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5.2 .Accents 
The first part of Table 6 shows the distribution of accent types in the 
different texts, by speaker and mode of speech. The left-hand half shows the total 
occurrences of each accent type, and the right-hand half shows the distribution of 
each accent type as a percentage of the total number of accents. The proportion of 
words which are accented -- that is, words which have any kind of pitch accent on 
them -- is similar for the spontaneous and read versions of each speaker, with a 
slightly smaller percentage of the words accented in the read versions. H* was by 
far the most common accent type overall. There was a higher percentage of 
downstepped accents (!H* and L+!H*) in the read speech as compared to the 
spontaneous speech. There are other differences in the distributions, but these were 
the·most.obvious generalizations. The fact that there was a greater percentage of 
downstepping accents in the read version may be a cue to narrative as opposed. to 
interactive style of communication. Bolinger (1978, p. 490) describes the 
downstepping intonation as '.'the only intonation that can be used in starting a story 
[of the type]: Once there was a bear. His name was Smokey." He characterizes 
Table 6 
Accents. 
a) Overall distribution of accents and accent types, by number of tokens and 
percentage of the total number of accents. 
number of tokens percentage 
FP DW FP DW 
Spon Read Spon Read Spon Read Spon Read 
total accented 231 203 139 120 54.4 51.8 58.5 .57.7 
total words 425 392 236 208 
H* 124 90 88 61 53.7 44.3 63.8 50.8 
!H* 65 65 19 19 28.1 32.0 13.8 .· 15.8 
L+H* 32 34 29 30 13.9 16.7 21.0 25.0 
L+!H* 5 12 2 10 2.2 5.9 1.4 8.3 
L* 5 2 1 0 2.2· 10.0 0.7 0.0 
b) Word by word comparison of accent distributions between the spontaneous and 
read versions (collapsed over downstepped variation), by number of tokens and 
percentage. 
number of tokens percentage 
FP DW FP DW 
Words accented in both versions 152 100 54.3 64.5 
a. same accents 109 68 38.9 43.9 
b. different accents 43 32 15.4 20.6 
Words accented in one version 128 55 45.7 35.S 
a. spon unaccented so 19 17.9 12.3 
b. read unaccented 78 36 27.8 23.2 
· Word accent pairs 280 155 
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this kind of intonational contour as being used in "self-confident" ... "narratives 
where a single speaker holds the floor and imposes himself on the audience". 
Beckman (personal communication) thinks of the downstepping contour in terms of 
the rather pedantic expectations set up by the act of narration where the narrator is 
saying something like "This is a story. Each piece flows in a clear rhetorical 
succession from the last. The story structure of this discourse should give you the 
connections that I'm evoking by this contour; .. " This difference in distribution of 
accent-types in spontaneous and read speech could be inteipreted as an essential and 
important difference between spontaneous and read styles of speech. 
However, a numerical tally of the accent types does not reveal the whole 
picture of the differences in accent type distribution. The distribution of accents on 
individual words is also. important since accent type and accent placement are 
pragmatic choices for highlighting or downplaying words. The second part of 
Table 6 shows the comparisons between spontaneous and read word pairs where at 
least one of the versions had apitch accent For Speaker FP, 54% of the words 
that were accented were accented in both the spontaneous and read versions, and 
for Speaker DW, the percentage was 65%. However, that leaves 46% and 36% of 
word pairs, for Speakers FP and DW respectively, where the words were only 
accented in one of the versions. Of those mismatched accent pairs, more of them 
were cases where the word was unaccented in the read version than unaccented in 
the spontaneous version. This goes along with the observation that a slightly 
smaller percentage of the words were accented in the read versions. 
The choice of accent type and accent placement for particular words differed 
more between the two versions than the pure quantity of accents of a certain type 
used in a whole text. Since accent type and accent placement are pragmatic choices 
for highlighting or downplaying words, the two versions differ more by 
. pragmatically determined meanings than a simple count of proportion of accent 
types used in a whole text can reveal. The differences in choice of accent placement 
between the two versions reveal differences in attentional structure, what to pay 
attention to over the unfolding of a discours.e (Grosz and Sidner, 1986). Howell 
and Kadi-Hanifi (1991) also made detailed comparisons of the location of what they 
. called "primary stress" (similar to accented words h~re, since they mention major 
pitch obtrusion, .loudness and length making the syllables prominent) between the 
spontaneous and read versions in their data and found that many of the stresses 
were in different positions. However, they attributed these differences to speech 
rate differences and made no mention of pragmatic meanings. They said that faster 
speech tends to have fewer stresses, and were not clear about what that might mean 
for differences between spontaneous and read speech. I am not aware of any other 
studies that make detailed comparisons between word-by-word accent locations. 
5.3 Phrasing 
The first half of Table 7 shows the number of intermediate phrases, 
intonational phrases, and the mean number of words and accents for each level of 
phrasing in the different texts, by speaker and mode of speech. The spontaneous 
texts have more phrases with fewer words and accents than the read texts. The read 
texts have fewer phrases with more words and more accents than the spontaneous 
texts. The number of intermediate phrases per intonational phrase is nearly identical 
for all of the texts. The longer phrases in the read speech may be a reflection of the 
fact that the words are all there and just have to be read instead of being thought 
through. . 
The second half of Table 7 shows the distribution of intonational phrase 
final tone sequences in the different texts. The left-hand half shows the total 
occurrences of each boundary tone sequence type, and the right-hand half shows 
the distribution of each boundary tone sequence type as a percentage of the total 
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'number of intonational phrases. One difference in the distribution of phrase final 
tone sequences of spontaneous and-read speech is fairly easy to interpret. Table 7 
shows that while L-L% and L-H% were used heavily in both spontaneous and read 
speech, H-H% tended not to be used in read speech. While FP had 9 tokens of H­
R% in his spontaneous speech, he had only 1 token in his read version. DW had 1 
token of H-H% in his spontaneous speech and none in his read version. The 
contour transcribed as H-H% in this system, a phrase final high rising intonation, is 
a quite common American contour for inviting listener comments and indicating that 
the listener is to interpret what was said in terms of what follows·(the situational 
context or the following utterance), and is the standard intonation for a yes/no 
question. Sacks and Schegloff (1979) calls it a 'tty marker';, Clark and Schaefer 
(1989) calls it a 'trial constituent' when presenting a name or description that the 
speaker is not sure is factually correct or entirely comprehensible, and 
Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990) calls it 'forward looking' and 'interpreting in 
respect to what follows'. The occurrences of H-H% in the spontaneous versions 
seem to be one reflection of the interaction between speaker and heiifer when the 
speaker is producing an utterance with the hearer in mind. Note that these H-H% 
all occurred within the sections with one primary speaker which l was examining. 
· FP's single H-H% in the read speech was an explicit question, and yes/no 
questions typically have that pattern in American English.· The intonation of the_ 
question was realized phonologically identically in the two versions. The example 
is given in. (5). (5a} is the spontaneous version, and (5b) is the read version, The 
Table 7 
Boundary types. 
a) Phrasing statistics. 
FP DW 
Spon Read. Spon Read 
intennediate phrases 121 78 69 54 
mean words/phrase 3.5 S.O 3.4 3.9 
mean accents/phrase 1.9 2.6 2.0 2.2 
intonational phrases 73 54 48 37 
mean words/phrase S.8 7.3 4.9 5.6 
mean accents/phrase 3.2 3.8 2.9 3.2 
mean intermediate 1.7 1.4 1.4 LS 
phrases per 
intonational phrase 
b) Overall distribution of intonation boundary tone sequences, by number of 
tokens and percentage. 
number of tokens percentage 
FP bw FP DW 
Spon Read Spon Read Spon Read Spon Read 
L-L% 36 26 33 30 49.3 48:1 68.8 81.1 
L-H% 27 26 11 7 37.0 48.1 22.9 18.9 
H-L% 1 1 3 0 1.4 1.9 6.3 0.0 
H-H% 9 1 1 0 12.3 1.9 2.1 0.0 
total 73 54 48 37 
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high rising tone sequence H* H-H% is underlined for ease of comparison. My 
utterances are shown in italics with sentence punctuation. 
(5) a. what I did while I was actually there is I was I I 
an interdisciplinary studies maj,QL <283> I I. 
H* H* H* H-H% 
you have any idea what that i..s. <100> I I 
H* H* H* H-H% 
Yeah, I've heard. 
b, but <152> I what I did while I <209> 
actually was there <152> 11 
,is I was an interdisciplinary studies major I I 
L+H* ! H* ! H* L-H% 
you have any idea what that i..s. 11 
I ' H* ' H* H* H-H% 
Yeah, I've heard. 
Example (5) also shows another occurrence of H-H% in the spontaneous 
version, in the phrase before the explicit question. This H-H% is a reflection of the 
interaction between speaker and hearer. It is asking a question already, prefiguring 
the explicit question to come. However, in the read version, the first part is 
presented as a statement and only the explicit question has final rising intonation. 
A similar thing happens in example (6), one of DW's spontaneous utterances. The 
final high rise on teaching is as if to say, 'do you follow what I'm saying?', 'do 
you understand how inventing characters can help with teaching?'. Speaker FP 
also used the H-H% in example (7) as an indication that he wondered whether he 
remembered correctly that his friend is a physicist. Examples (8) and (9) seem to 
be instances of FP using H-H% to invite me to comment on what he has said or 
make some sort of response. Both the coder and I marked possible turns after the 
H-H% in examples (8) and (9). All of these examples seem to be implicit questions 
(6) I I kind of invent I I characters I I 
to help me <697> 11 with my teaching 11 
H* 16* H-H% 
(7) he's a physis- <.112> } physicist <698> I I 
H* H L- H* H-H% 
and works at NA.SA <389> I I 
H* H* L-L% 
Mm-hmm. 
or 'e J.lfilW to work for NASA I I 
L+H* L-L% 
(8) which is I I suppose interesting~ <1250> I I 
H* L- L* L- H* H* H-H% 
mm but I <64>} had I I mean I I 
the stuff he knows <583> I I 
is kind of amazing 'cause <11.37> I I 
(9) he knows uh I geography I and climate of I 
just about every region I of the United St.a:t.e.s. <391> I I 
H* H* H-H% 
Well that's convenient if ever he wants to move 
somewhere nice when he retires or gets sick of 
nuclear energy. 
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such as 'do you understand what I'm saying?', 'did I say that right?', etc. 
All of these examples were realized as L-L% or L-H% in the read 
productions, except for the explicit question of example (5). These reflections of 
the di·alogue structure of the original conversation were eliminated in the read 
version when H-H% was replaced by L-L% or L-H%, making the read version 
more like coordinated monologues rather than a true dialogue ... There was no 
grounding or checking to see that the listener understood by the µse of the H-H% 
high rising contour. Thus there was interaction with the listen~r, in the spontaneous 
versions which was missing in the read versions'. The syrnbolic intonation 
transcription captured this reflection of the difference in interactivity of the 
spontaneous and read texts. · 
6. Pitch Range 
6.1 Peak fundamental :frequency as an acoustic measure of pitch 
range , 
Sections 6 and 7 specifically address the role of pitch range in structuring 
discourse. This section describes the measure of pitch range used, and Section:·7 
discusses how this measure relates to the previously determined· discourse 
structures for the spontaneous and read texts. Evidence from downstep, 
prominence relations, and asides show that the intermediate phrase is an appropriate 
domain for local pitch range (Liberman and Pierrehumbert, 1984; }3eckman and 
Pierrehumbert, 1986; Grosz and Hirschberg, 1992; Silverman ,et aL, 1992). 
Therefore, based on the intonational analysis of each text, I took th~ p~ak FO of 
each intermediate phrase as an acoustic measure of local pitch range. The peak was 
taken to lie on an accented word and not on a phrase tone (H- phrase accent or H% 
boundary tone) if that happened to be the highest point in the_pitch co.ntour .. Phrase 
tones were exclµded as a measure of the pitch range because the phonological 
upstep of boundary tones after a H- would artifactually inflate, the pitch range 
estimate by the _amount of the upstep. The peaks on friend andNASA in Fig. 9, 
spontaneous version, are ·examples of such peaks. To minimize the effects of 
segmental perturbation arid to provide a consistent measurement criteria, I measured 
the frequency at the point in time when the vowel of the accented syllable is at its 
maximum intensity (Grosz and Hirschberg, 1992; Hirschberg and Grosz, 1992). 
This measure treats local pitch as a continuous variable; allowing.any value of FQ 
and not just a discrete number of pitch levels. · · 
Fig. 10 plots the FO peaks of all intermediate phrases for each speaker, in a 
frequency histogram. The spontaneous tokens are in dark gray . .The mean FO peak 
is significantly higher for Speaker FP in the read version (spontaneous meari: 131.6 
Hz, read mean: 144.3 Hz; t;:::-2.97, p<.01), but there is no significant difference in 
the distribution ofpeak FO for Speaker DW (spontaneous mean: 120.8 Hz, read 
mean: 115.7 Hz; t=l.01, p>.l). The pure distribution of peak frequency alone then 
cannot be a reliable characteristic of the difference between spontaneous and read 
speech because there was no consistent difference in the means. For Speaker FP 
the read version had a significantly higher mean, although there was an extensive 
overlap in distribution, and for Speaker DW the spontaneous version had a higher; 
but not significantly different, mean, This is in keeping with earlier results for 
average frequency and frequency variation (or range) (Remez etal., 1985; Remez et 
al., 1986; Blaauw, 1991; Blaauw, 1992). This measure looks at FO in a global 
way and neglects the potential organizational principles of pitch range changes over 
time. Only by looking at the FO peaks over time can we hope to see how pitch 
range may be used to signal discourse organization;. and perhaps discover 
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Fig. 10. Histograms of peak FO ofeach intennediate phrase f~r Speakers FP 
and DW, spontaneous and read versions. 
6.2 · .Local prominence 
· One thing increasing pitch range is used for is to increase the salience of a 
phrase or word in a phrase (Pierrehumbert, 1980). In these data of two male.. 
speakers, it seemed that accents,which have peak FO values of 150 Hz ormore 
were especially salient. The value ·150 Hz was one that I chose based. on my 
impressions; subjectively those words seemed especially salient because of the high 
pitch. I considered these accents to be realized in an 'expanded' pitch range. No: 
systematic perceptual testing was done.in this study, but Ladd (1993 in press) in 
some. preliminary experiments finds a difference in · perception, of high tones. 
beginning at approximately 150 Hz as well for male speakers. Even though lhave · 
been viewing FO peaks as lying on a continuous scale, it is, possible that there are 
· categorical aspects to the distribution as well, such as Ladd's overhigh tone, or uses 
of 'expanded' pitch range. 
Fig. 11 shows an abstract representation of the expanded pitch range in a 
short discourse segment taken from the FP conversation. The boldface underlined 
words are the peak accents (i.e. ~he accents realized with .the highest FO in an 
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Speaker FP, Spontaneo~: · 
afl:wlilofmine um <216> II worlcs fort!ASA 11., 
he's a physis- <112>} llhnkm <698> II. 
and works at NASA <389> 11. 
{mm-hmm] · 
or 'e .l!Sl1 to work for NASA II. . 
he now works for uh <963> I uh <98> II Fedetal Energy Regu!at~ <95>) 
no <1597> 11 uh Department of En!lrgY <197> II, 
he works for Department ofEnergy <175> 11. 
and he <248> } visits all the nuclear I power plants in the country <953> 11. 
[hmm] . ' 
which is 11 suppose I intcn:sling l!m:li <1250> 11, 
Speaker FP, Read: 
a fl:kJll1 ofmine works for NASA 11. · . 
he's a R1w1m111 and works at NASA 11 or 'e us.d to work at} for NASA 11. · · 
he lllll! works for the Department of Energy <300> 11. . 
he mu:,u for Departme!II ofEnergy 11 and he visits all the nuclear I power 
plants in the country II which is II I suppose II interesting I work <453> U. 
Fig. 11. Expanded range for matched spontaneous and read excerpts of Speaker 
FP's conversation 'Friend'. Boldface underlined words were realized 
with FO peaks of 150 Hz or greater. . . . . . 
intermediate phrase) with FO of more than 150 Hz. These high pitches 'd.ra.w 
attention to the words or pltrases, perhaps as a concrete r,eflectiqn of something 
corresponding to Grosz and Sidner's attentional structure (Grosz and Sidrier, 
19~6), The words in expanded pitch range (that is, the boldface uriderlineq ones) 
were not the same ones in the two versions. If we consider pitch rang~ as ope 
reflection of focus in the local attentional space, the two yersions had ·~· different 
pragmatic or attentional structure, since the spontaneous version foct1sed ori place 
and the read version ori time. Thus, even though the sentences in the two versions 
matched lexically and syntactically, the points that were made salient over the 
unfolding of the discourse differed. That is true even if it is not words alone but 
phrases whi.ch are made prominent. However, pitch range is implicated in more 
than just local prominence, It also participates in topic organization and tum 
structure. I examine these influences in the texts with th.e help of the hiernrchical 
pitch tree explained in the next section. · 
6.3 The hierarchical pitch tree 
The observations of pitch range and discourse hierarchy and turn taking 
cues discussed in the introduction suggest that a decrease in pitch between phrases 
shows some sort of topic subordination and hence groups phrases together, 
whereas an increase in pitch signals a new unit of some sort, such as a new topic or 
a new turn. To investigate these predictions and test them against my spontaneous 
and read speech data, I constructed l:Jierarchical pitch trees. These trees were based 
on high pitch heads whkh dominate lower pitch phrases. These trees were 
specifically designed· to capture relationships betwee,n phrases in which 
relationships of increasing pitch between phrases work to .divide discourse into 
different segments and relationships of decreasing pitch between phrases signal 
coherence between the phrases. That is, if pitch range increases at new topic 
boundaries and new turns, these boundaries should be captured by a division into 
separate trees. On the other hand, if an increase ~n pitch range is used for other 
purposes besides rnarJdng, boundaries between discourse segments, we would not 
expect these trees tq capture those relat~onships clearly'.• For example, if certain 
kinds of relationships between phrases .are made by increasing pitch from· one 
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phrase to the next instead of by decreasing pitch, the grouping predicted by the trees 
based on decreasing relationships would be a mismatch with what should be 
grouped together. The pitch trees impose a segmentation upon the discourses, 
which I called the pitch tree segmentation. 
I considered these trees to be a kind of phonetic structure which captures in 
a gradient way which phrases are grouped together by decreasing pitch 
relationships. No a priori categories of pitch ranges (e.g. low, mid, high) were 
assumed. However, these could be assigned later if such a categorization seemed 
appropriate (see Bruce and Touati, 1992, for work which uses such a 
categorization). The phonetic structure can be interpreted later, much as a 
fundamental frequency contour is a phonetic representation which can be interpreted 
phonologically in terms of accents and phrases. If rising pitch relationships 
between phrases are uncovered as well, then clearly a richer structure which 
captures increasing as well as decreasing relationships is called for. 
Hierarchical pitch trees were constructed from the peak pitch values of each 
intermediate phrase in a text (peak measurement criteria as described in Section 
6.1). The peak FO of each intermediate phrase was taken as an acoustic measure of 
the pitch range for each phrase. This algorithm built hierarchical pitch trees based 
on the principle that a high pitch dominated all subsequent lower pitches until the 
next l.ocal increase. That is, phrases with subsequently decreasing pitch ranges 
were. grouped together, and phrases where pitch range increased were divided into 
separate groups. The first higher pitch value in .a sequence started a new group. 
Three levels of groupings were constructed. The first level of trees, Level 1, was 
based on the measured peak of each phrase. The next two levels, Level 2 and Level 
3, were based upon the highest values of each tree in the immediately lower level. 
The value of the highest daughter became the value used for building the next level 
of the tree. So, the values for Level 2 were the highest values from the levelal 
trees, and the values for Level 3 were.the highest values from the level-2 trees. The 
nested levels of trees captured the large increases in pitch appropriate for changes in 
topic and the like. 
Let us illustrate the step-by-step construction of ~ hierarchical pitch tree 
using this algorithm with the example given in Fig. 12, an excerpt which was taken 
from the read version ofFP's conversation. At the left are the intermediate phrases 
of the text; the underlined words are the accented words which have the peak FOs. 
The column labeled Peak FO shows the FO measured· in Hz for the underlined 
words. The trees at each level begin with a frequency value which is higher than 
Phrase Peak Ttee levels 
FO 1 2 3 
a frumd of mine works for NASA 11200 
he's a physicist II 167 
and works at NASA II 128 
or 'e .Im':!!_ to work at} 159 
fur NASA II 100 
he rum: works for the · 183---•· 
Department ofEnergy <300> II 
Fig. 12. Building a hierarchical pitch tree. The underlined words are the accented 
words on which the peak FO for each phrase was realized. The peak FO 
value for the phrase is given in Hz in the column Peak FO. Trees were 
constructed from these values according to the algorithm described in the 
text. From Speaker FP, Read: 'Friend'. 
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the following value. The first level-1 tree begins with the first node, which has a 
value of 200 Hz. This node dominates the next two nodes, which are realized on 
progressively lower frequencies. Note that the trees need not be binary branching. 
A new tree on any level begins at a local increase in frequency values. For 
example, the second level-1 tree begins with a node of 159 (the peak on used), 
which is greater than the previous node of 128. The 159 is greater than the next 
node value of 100, so the two nodes are together in a tree. Similarly, the third 
level-1 tree begins with the node value of 183 (for now) because 183 is greater 
than the previous node of 100. This tree happens to be a tree with only one branch. 
Levels 2 and 3 proceed similarly, with the value of the highest daughter becoming 
the value for the next level. So, the first level-2 tree dominates the first two level-1 
trees, which have values of 200 and 159 respectively. The second level-2 tree is 
again the single branch dominating 183. At level 3 there is a single tree which 
dominates the inherited values of 200 and 183. 
7. Comparing discourse and pitch tree segmentations 
The trees presented in Figs. 13-18 are schematic but represent the full 
structure of the pitch segmentation trees for selected parts of Speaker FP's 
conversation and Speaker DW's conversation presented in Figs. 1-6. Triangles 
represent selected full trees at the three different levels, neglecting the internal 
structure of the trees. The pitch values that head the trees are circled in the figures. 
Heavy lines show the divisions into "paragraphs" that the coder marked. As in 
Figs. 1-6 my utterances are shown in shaded boxes. The relationships marked by 
arrows labeled 'C' and 'I' show rising pitch relationships for corrections marked by 
the coder and what I am calling introductory phrases (see below). We will look at 
the spontaneous and read versions of two different sections of Speaker FP's . 
conversation ('College' shown in Figs. 13 and 14, and 'Friend' shown in Figs. 15 
and 16) and one section of Speaker DW's conversation ('Fernblaster' shown in 
Figs. 17 and 18). · 
I will be looking at these data specifically to test my hypotheses that the 
pitch range cues to topic structure in the read speech versions conform fairly well to 
what has been suggested, i.e. that pitch range is expanded at the beginning of new 
topics and decreased for related subtopics, but that pitch range conveys the 
hierarchical discourse structure of the spontaneous speech versions less well. I 
expect to find that real-time production phenomena such as floor negotiations, 
corrections, and false starts disrupt clear topic organization. These may complicate 
the role pitch range plays as a cue to topic structure, because they themselves may 
have manifestations in the pitch ranges used. That is, there should be differences 
between the two versions in how well the pitch range reflects the discourse 
structure because the read speech versions were reorganizations of the spontaneous 
speech versions (since they came from the same texts), ones which were free of the 
complexity of floor negotiations (since the turns were predefined) and false starts 
(since those were removed in the preparation of the texts). 
Recall from Section 3 that the discourse segmentations labeled by the coder 
differed substantially between the spontaneous and read versions in 'College' for 
Speaker FP. We will see that the pitch tree segmentations also differed 
substantially between the two versions, and in fact matched the discourse 
segmentations quite well. However, for Speaker DW, neither the discourse 
segmentations nor the pitch tree segmentation for the spontaneous and read versions 
differed dramatically. The discourse segmentations suggest a Sllbstantial 
reorganization of the topic structure from the spontaneous speech to read speech 
version in FP's. conversation, but a considerably lesser reorganization in DW's 
conversation, and these differences between the two speakers seem to be reflected 
in comparable relationships between the pitch trees of the paired versions of text. 
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7.L Speaker FP 
7.1.1 'College' . 
Figures 13 and 14 show the spontaneous and read versions of the 'College' 
part of FP's conversation. It is clear that the major divisions into paragraphs in 
these two versions are different, and this is a reflection of the fact that different 
things were emphasized in the two versions. In the spontaneous version many of 
t.he subpoints flowed from one to the other (witnessed by the lack of paragraph 
breaks), while in the read version some of the transitions between p9ints were 
abrupt enough for the coder to assign them to separate paragraphs.. An examination 
of the pitch trees associated with the read version shows that each of paragraphs 2, 
3, and 4 have their .owri pitch trees. They were all headed by pitch ranges with 
values of approximately 200 Hz. There were also relatively long pauses, from 434 
ms to 802 ms, at these boundaries between the paragraphs. Recall from Fig. 1 that 
the mean pause duration in the read version was 322 ms, so these are well over the 
mean. It seems reasonable to.assume then that the. combination of a regular:pause 
and a large increase of pitch are cues to a strong discourse boundary. This is 
exactly what Hirschberg and Grosz (1992) found in their AP news reading. 
We can also see' in the read version the tendency .for a fairly hierarchical 
structure indicated · by decreasing pitch range for supporting details of the 
paragraphs. For example; in paragraph 2;. lower level trees headed by lqcal 
increases.seem to,correspond nicely to the supporting details. He knew he wasn't 
· going to be a cartographer and registered for Spanish (200· Hz). Because he was 
taking Spanish,,the advisor suggested introductory linguistics (152 Hz) which was 
a course like our 201 (127 Hz). Then there is another fact, that is, Dr. Thomas 
Field taught the course (147Hz). Paragraph 3 has a similarly ~ice structure with 
decrease pitch ranges for the subpoints, with the exception that the third le:vel-2 tree 
peak (156Hz) has a· larger value than the secondlevel-2 tree (133 Hz), but it is still 
less than the Ievel-3 head (198 Hz). 
· The most striking difference between.the topic structure'ofthe two versions 
is this part concerning Thomas Field. In the spontaneous. version, the speaker 
mentioned Thomas Field as the instructor of the course witl).out making a strong 
point of emphasizing who he is, whereas the read version specially highlighted 
Thomas Field. · In the spontaneous version, the pitch tree for the section. mentioning 
, him as the instructor of the course had a peak of127 Hz, and the first mention .of 
Thomas Field had a peak value of12~ Hz. He mentioned Thomas .Field. a second 
time .along with his title, also in a low pitch .range (peak 111 Hz), and then that 
Mary knows him :because he went to ,Cornell.. He elaborated essentiaUy as a 
parenthetical that Thomas Field graduated from Cornell and not only went th.ere. 
The only accent on the phrase graduated from Cornell was on graduated, and this 
was, realized with a peak of 108 Hz. The whole phrase was uttered. with I.ow 
intensity and at a relatively fast pace. All of the vowels which were not devoiced 
or deleted had z-score durations between Oand -1. All of these. cues together make 
the parenthetical type meaning of graduated from Cornell clear to tlie1istener, and 
the coder assigned no paragraph breaks separating the discussion ofThomas Eield 
from the previous material. However, the read version specially highHghted 
Thomas Field, and the discourse segmentation and the pitch, tree segmentation both 
reflect this. The rise in the pitch range (from 139 Hz to 198 Hz) and the. pause 
between the first and second mention.of Thomas Field in the read version signaled a 
' clear separation from the. previous mention of him as tbe ins.tructor of the co~rse. 
· A separate paragraph was devoted to him, and one of the points macle about him 
. was that he graduated from Cornell. In this version of the phrase graduated from 
. Cornell the standardized vowel durations. were all over 0, and the final vowel of 
Cornell. had a z-score of 2, with the word accent on, Corne/Land phrase final 
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Speaker FP, Spontaneous: 'College' Peak '.2 3 
IJWa111 I 
t- llllt } 
ooa~would} 
to J11W a mep II 
n1 
JW1<47>11 
~ && much fun as <507> 11 
tomi.11 
hm!ll 
lhi• seems very 21!'1im11 <322> II (laugh] 
IO JllW it on ii 
to .lllW it by n 
is~more fun lheo to mnkc it on a computu II 
butllll)'.l!IIX <553> II 
JDD.023>11 
if )'llll d- ifyw can't see tbnt I 
then Idon1t know if I can ex lain it 10 
U RD­
I kGJ! I wasn't going to be a cartographer I 
but I h!!!I. no ide,i what 11 
l!!lll going to do <3'.23> II 
Dll!l<.45>11 
111 
hod ~ for Sp1111isb II 
limllh: t>ecru,.,, I bild taken it for 
five years in high school <461> II 
Dll!l<469> II 
be<:ause 1WU Wdng I 
Slliwml WU ub<(,(il> II 
~hodub<317>} 
:Gil lhe <305> J 
tbelllllim:to r- <198>}
fill out my schedule for the first semester said II 
m don't you take indroduclion <141> I 
Ulllll!I!!:. <130> J 
which islll![I 
Dll!lll 
~ linguistic• II 
which was <53> =ninety II 




it was ll!Wll by I 
Jlismw II 
mllill 
Dr. Thomas mill <6'.23> 11 
Fig. 13. Hierarchical pitch trees. 
Speaker FP, Spontaneous: 'College' 
lengthening contributing to the long length. A paraphrase of the meaning of this 
part is something like the following. The man who Mary knows because she went 
to Cornell with him, graduated from Cornell. The listener can tell the difference in 
meaning between the two versions quite easily due to the pitch range relationships, 
pause structure, and tempo. 
These differences in emphasis are not solely due to a difference in 
spontaneous versus read speech because differences in emphasis might equally be 
true for different instances of spontaneous speech. However, the fact that in the 
read version the paragraph boundaries marked by the coder corresponded regularly 
with long pause durations and extreme pitch rises suggests that the reader produced 
a clearer indication of the discourse structure in the read version as compared to the 
Speeker FP, Read: 'College' PcaJc .1 2 3 
Fig. 14. Hierarchical pitch trees. Speaker FP, Read: 'College' 
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spontaneous version. I would claim that this is an instance of exactly the kind of 
reorganization and simplification of discourse structure that I expected to find 
between the spontaneous and read versions. · 
7.1.2 'Friend' 
Figures 15 and 16 show the spontaneous and read versions of the 'Friend' 
part of FP's conversation. The first paragraph of the spontaneous version ends 
with the sentence which was given as example (8) above, where the high rising 
intonation was an indication that the speaker expected verbal feedback from me. 
However, I didn't give it to him, and he continued speaking after an extremely long 
pause of 1250 ms. He made a few false starts before he started speaking fluently 
again. The trees in this section after the long pause were headed by increasing 
pitches: 149, 159, 164. It seemed that FP started out at one pitch range and 
increased the pitch with each subsequent attempt at topic, a kind of topic reset. The 
phrases grouped together by the first pitch tree after the pause (headed by 149 Hz) 
turned out to be a false start which ended with the phrase the stuff he knows is kind 
of amazing 'cause. This phrase had a peak of 128 Hz and a following 1137 ms 
pause. The next phrase he does a lot of was a new attempt after that false start. It 
had a peak of 159 Hz, which was higher than that of the immediately previous 
phrase and was.also higher than, the peak of the whole group which included that 
phrase. The tree headed by 164; the highest of all the peaks in this section, seetns 
to be his main point, that ~is friend knows a lot of things. Notice that the tree. at 
level 3 headed by 164 spans a pause gap of 1196 ms after a complete unit, 
suggesting another possible tum transition point. After the pause, FP raised pitch 
locally (from 116 to 141 Hz) again as a mark of starting a new topic or a new tum, 
but not as high or higher than 164 Hz, the peak of the section to which it was 
topically related. French and Local ( 1986) note that pitch is raised for competitive 
tum taking. These data suggest that pitch is also raised (or reset) after a point when 
a turn could have taken place even when the other speaker did not compete for a 
tum. Such a turn transition point is an appropriate place to either provide more 
information as a subtopic or elaborat.ion of the previous topic, and thus make a 
smaller rise in pitch, or to suggest a new topic, and thus make a larger rise in pitch. 
The topic structure of the last part of the read speech, corresponding to the 
second paragraph in the spontaneous version, seemed to be something like this. 
The main topic of discussion was the stuff the friend knows. He knows more than 
physics; specifically he knows geography and climate. Geography and climate 
were relatively more prominent than physics (realized with a peak of 169 Hz on 
geography as opposed to 147 Hz on physics), but they were both examples of what 
he knows. Instead of simply having hierarchical subtopics, this section had levels 
of parallelism expressed in the pitch ranges. The two versions shared the topic 
organization that geography and climate are examples of things that he knows. 
However, in the read version they were given in explicit comparison with physics, 
whereas in the spontaneous version they seem to have been details added partly 
because I did not take the floor. 
7.1.3 Introductory phrases 
The correspondence between the auditory discourse segmentation and the 
pitch tree segmentation are nearly identical in the read version of the section 
'College'. Furthermore, the predicted relationship of decreasing pitch range with 
subtopic structure seemed to hold fairly well in the read versions. In the 
spontaneous section 'Friend' an interesting connection with possible turn transition 
points and pitch trees were shown. However, while the pitch trees grouped 
phrases together into paragraphs quite well, they did not always group phrases of 
sentences together correctly. One specific type of situation where the pitch tree 
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Speaker FP, Spontaneous: 'Friend' Peale 2 3 Speaker FP, Read: 'Friend' Peale 2 3 
a fiimd ofmine works for NASA 11
afrlmllofmine um <216> II he'u l!llnlwL II · 
works for NASA II and .mixklat NASA IIhe'u llhwl:. <112>) or 'e11ml to work at )dlYJkisl.<698>0 flit NASAII111d works at NASA<389> II helllil1£ works for the DepL of Energy <300> II · 
····=·::.:::.:,·::/':::::·:::::·.. :.:=::: .. :"?'.: hel!mka for Depm1ment ofEnergy II 
and he mill all the nuclear I 
or 'ellml to workfor NASA II l2lll!W: plants in the COIDllly II 
whichil II ­know worts for uh <963> I 
.llb<98>11 I lllllllll& II&!lmlEnergy Regulat- <95> ) immililli.lJm<1597>11 
.wmk <453>11uh Pmanrneu! of Energy <197>11 C ......,.,..,.-.~ butlmanllhe works for Dept. ofEzux <175> II the llllfi he knows 11 kind of amazing I llldb <248>)
l!iml all the nuclear I l!lalwlhe does a lot of I i;nyjrpnmentjl) impact stuff <454> IIll!IB[ planta In the counrzy <953> II 
and JR <578> II 
linl'nl'::M,':':::--'"·:._cc}:Ii:::::::: .. :. a lsnofthlngs that....,•tnecess. relaled to I 
llhYJl.illllllw:hi1 I he lamca <153> Dl lllllJlQ&I which ii re.ally lnleresllng <497> 11 00lntcre1U11g .wmk <1250> II heblm!al !""', ~ andcllmateofl 11~~~/I 
bill about every n:gion In the United Slates <fJ7> 11127 
Fig. 15. Hierarchical pitch trees. 
Speaker FP, Spontaneous: 'Friend' 
Fig. 16. Hierarchical pitch trees. 
Speaker FP, Read: 'Friend' 
algorithm made wrong predictions· about which phrases to group together were 
sentences·which did not start out with a phrase realized in the highest pitch range 
for the sentence. Introductory phrases such as and, and so, um, but I mean, and 
the like, were generally realized in lower pitch ranges than the more content­
containing part of the sentence. These were more common in the spontaneous 
speech than the read speech, but they occurred in both versions. The tree building 
algorithm as it was defined did not group such introductory phrases together with 
the following phrase as it should have, but rather grouped them with a previous 
phrase which had a higher pitch range. Examples of this sort are marked with 
arrows labeled 'I' (for 'introductory') in Figures 13 to 16. This sort ofrelationship 
between phrases seems to be related to the intonation of cue phrases. Cue phrases 
introducing a phrase are often realized with a L* accent, and they are therefore 
realized at a lower frequency than the phrase that they are in relationship to 
(Hirschberg and Litman, 1987). These introductory phrases were realized with H* 
accents and not L *, but the increasing pitch relation between an introductory phrase 
and a following larger discourse unit was similar. 
7.1.4 Corrections 
The pitch tree segmentations did not correspond as well to the auditory 
discourse segmentation in the spontaneous versions as they did in the read 
versions. One thing that is apparent from the spontaneous speech versions is that 
they were full of false starts, corrections to mispronunciations of words, and 
irregularly distributed pauses of various lengths. In stark contrast to the read 
versions, the spontaneous versions were riddled with such reflections of the 
unprepared nature of the text. The speaker did not know ahead of time what he was 
going to say, and had to create it on-line as he spoke. Sometimes the speaker made 
mistakes and had to correct what he said to what he intended. Each of the arrows 
marked with 'C' (for 'correction') were places where FP aborted a false start and 
started anew or repeated a word in a new phrase as a correction. Compare the 
spontaneous versions (Figs. 13 and 15), which had many corrections between 
phrases with the read versions (Figs. 14 and 16), which did not have such 
corrections. Recall that the discourse codings discussed in Section 3 listed 
corrections for the read version. These corrections were of a different nature, 
however, with the corrections being corrections for the most part being within the 
same phrase and simple repetitions of a word which was stumbled over in reading. 
In the spontaneous speech, a correction was almost always uttered with a higher 
pitch than the word or phrase corrected. That is, there was a local increase in pitch 
between the phrases. There were a few examples of corrections between phrases 
being uttered on a lower pitch, such as the went to Cornell, graduated from Cornell 
example, but these were parenthetical additions of information and do not feel like 
true corrections. 
There were several examples of such increases in pitch range for false 
starts. The spontaneous example described in Section 7 .1.2. 'Friend' was such an 
example. The increase from 122 to 164 Hz in the false start sequence but Ihm. 
<663> li!hfH. I did while I was actually there is I was in the last paragraph of 
'College' is another example of such an increasing relationship in false starts. The 
false start in the first paragraph of 'College' ending with the phrases is not nearly as 
much fun as <507> which was aborted and then corrected by a new approach 
beginning with the phrase to me also had an increasing pitch relationship. The last 
phrase of the false start had a peak of 116 Hz and the new start beginning had a 
peak of 172 Hz. A false start reformulation Jing- <378> being a linguist had an 
increase from 127 to 145 Hz. The peak pitch for each phrase in the string of false 
starts because I was taking Spanish I was uh <661> necessarily had uh <317> 
well the increased from 119 to 135 to 145. 
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Corrections at the level of the word also exhibit this kind ofincreasing pitch 
range relationship. The second memion, the correction, was realized on a higher 
pitch than the first, incorrect, mention. The correction can be due to incorrect or 
incomplete pronunciation the first time, such as ll11!:1l1iu- <130> introductory with 
an increase from 132 to 162 Hz, t- ll11l::.::. mgg_ a map with an increase from 147 to 
154Hz; and physic- <112> physicist <678> with an increase from 133 to 161 Hz 
(from 'Friend'). Factual corrections also have this sort of pitch relationship, such 
as the example Federal Energy Regular~ <95> l1Q. <1597> uh Department ofEnergy 
<197> from 'Friend'. There is an increase from 147 to 161 Hz from Federal 
Energy to Department of Energy, with no at 127 in between. This increase of 
pitch range seems to be a quite general tendency and a way to mark a new 
beginning of a correction. These local increases for corrections however disturb the 
trend for hierarchical topic organization to be marked by decreasing pitch range 
relationships within a topic group and an increase at the beginning of a new topic 
group. We might view this kind of pitch increase for a correction as one cue that the 
listener might take advantage of in recovering the final form of what was intended, 
as Clark and Schaefer (1989) say listeners can. 
7.2 Speaker DW 
Figures 17 and 18 show the spontaneous and read versions of part of the 
'Femblaster' part of DWs conversation. Both the discourse segmentations and the 
pitch tree segmentations were quite similar for the spontaneous and read speech 
versions. One mismatch between the trees .and the discourse segmentation was the 
division between the second and third paragraphs. The division between the 
second ,and the third paragraph did not align neatly with the pitch trees in either 
:version. However, for the spontaneous version there was a 436 ms pause at the 
end of .the second paragraph, and the next few phrases could be taken as 
introductory phrases to a new point. For the read version there was a short pause 
of lOJms at that boundary and a local pitch increase from 110 to 143 Hz. 
The rest of the pitch trees were quite similar in the two versions. In the first 
paragraph the tree was headed by 159 Hz in the spontaneous and 156 Hz in the 
read. In the second paragraph there were a few trees, which were headed by quite 
high peaks .on the phrases it's a weird sounding name, Fernblaster, and and your 
eighth grade English teacher in both versions. Essentially he was role playing and 
quoting himself and his students, and he used the same sort of changes in pitch 
range to signal that in both versions. His background comments were uttered with 
smaller ranges, with peaks of less than 115 Hz, such as the phrases and you hear 
these little titters in the back ofthe room. The fourth paragraph began with almost 
exactly the same peak pitch in both versions (neglecting the introductory phrase in 
the spontaneous version), 159 Hz for the spontaneous and 161 Hz for the read 
version. So, not only did the pitch tree segmentations essentially match in the two 
versions of this part of the conversation, the values of the peaks were also nearly 
identical, signaling parallel emphasis in the two versions. In both the spontaneous 
and read versions Speaker DW was re-enacting the scene from his class by quoting 
himself and his students, partly by use of high pitch ranges in the quoted phrases. 
Using pitch range for quoting in this way disrupted hierarchical topic structure but 
revealed very similar use of pitch ranges in the two versions. 
Just as for Speaker FP, Speaker DW had examples of introductory phrases 
that were not grouped with the following phrase by the pitch tree as they should 
have been, but instead with the previous phrases in both the spontaneous and the 
read versions. Again these are marked in the figures with arrows labeled by 'I' for 
introductory. The read version .had no examples of corrections, but the 
spontaneous version did, and they are marked with. arrows labeled by 'C' for 
correction in the figure. He repeated the word people in the two subsequent 
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Speaker DW, Spontaneous: 'Femblaster' Peak 2 3 Speaker DW, Read: 'Fernblaster' Peak 2 3 
< 
112.II 
it'1 .bin a weird sounding name II 
youkml!!!.I 
whenever you 111k about <389> II 
~I 
~you how to I 
Jllakll 
lhtD I always say <289> II 
lSll you know Mrs. I 
~ II 
would tell you to do Jhij <309> II 
Jim would say I · 
never say Jin'.111 
and 1h11 type of thing <414> II 
&I 106 
llld<216>1 I' 91 
mRmknoW when she's coming up anymore <428:J'.•141 
and your eighth grade Bn&liJh teacher II l..llgr___1 
and you bear these~ I 
lil1l:I1 in the back of the room n 
,Ednal:mll!IDm[ <467> II 
. and so you lal!m'. <277> II 
that of thin <103> II 
Fig. 17. Hierarchical pitch trees. Speaker OW,· 
Spontaneous: 'Femblaster' 
Fig. 18. Hierarchical pitch trees. Speaker DW, 
Read:..'Femblaster' 
phrases so uh <459> and and and J2£QJ2k <316> MQ/2k know when she's coming 
up with an increase of pitch from 135 to 152 Hz from the first to the second 
mention. He corrected a false start beginning with because by starting up again 
after a 502 ms pause with the phrase I Ii- Jig to use characters with a peak of 189 
Hz. The especially high peak could be due to both making a correction after a false 
start and correcting a mispronunciation of like by a second mention. 
The pitch trees shown for this section had trees with four levels instead of 
three levels in order to group together the phrases with the lower peaks that occur 
between the large peaks. If the pitch tree building algorithm had another criteria of 
what counted as a 'local increase' (say, for example, that 5 Hz variations are not 
essentially different values and should not be considered a 'local increase', i.e. they 
should be considered a tie), three levels of trees would be sufficient to group 
together what was intended. 
7.3 Summary 
There were differences between the spontaneous and read speech in how 
well the discourse segmentations and the pitch tree segmentations matched. They 
matched better in the read versions than in the spontaneous versions. In Speaker 
FP's 'College' section, the discourse segmentation and the pitch tree segmentation 
were almost exactly identical. This section also showed the tendency for 
hierarchical topic organization to be reflected in the pitch ranges as well. New 
large topics had increasing pitch ranges at the beginning, and related subtopics had 
generally smaller pitch ranges. 
However, there were also introductory phrases which introduced new 
topics and sentences, and these were not always grouped together with the 
appropriate phrases. These phrases were realized with lower pitch range than the 
following, more content-rich phrases. Because the pitch tree algorithm was 
designed to treat increasing pitch relationships as division points between units, 
these introductory phrases were often grouped with previous, higher pitch phrases 
rather than following, higher pitch phrases as they should have been. 
For Speaker DW there were examples of using high pitch ranges for quotes 
and low pitch ranges for parentheticals. The corresponding phrases in the two 
versions were treated as quoted and parenthetical material, but again these uses of 
pitch range did not match with projected hierarchical topic structure. However, 
since the use .of pitch range was similar in ,the two versions, the pitch trees 
segmented the discourses very similarly. 
The spontaneous versions also had corrections (false starts and word 
repetitions) that were realized with increasing relationships between phrases. These 
corrections interrupted the pitch cues to topic subordination, but corrections were 
t;xpected because the spontaneous versions by their very nature were unplanned and 
unrehearsed. So, to a certain extent, the topic structure was not as clear to begin 
with in the spontaneous speech. A further complication to the topic structure in the 
spontaneous conversations was the possibility of turn taking, since these were two 
person conversations. It seemed after a point when the other speaker could have 
spoken but did not, the original speaker also raised the pitch. I propose that the 
spontaneous conversations were organized both in terms of topic structure and turn 
taking, with some turns following more easily than others, and the read were 
organized more in terms of preplanned sections. Speaker FP's read version of 
section 'College' was a clear example of a reorganization of the contents of the 
spontaneous version. It was a reading made with knowledge of what was coming 
up next and how long each tum was to be and without hesitations, false starts, and 
other corrections. 
The discourse segmentations were quite different for Speaker FP between 
the spontaneous and read versions of the same conversations, even though the 
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words were nearly identical in the two versions. This means that things were 
grouped together differently al'.ld given different emphasis in the two versions. 
Pitch range relationships did reflect the differences in discourse structure. The· 
paragraph boundaries in FP's read version corresponded to regular pauses and 
quite large pitch range expansions, and in FP's spontaneous version again it was at 
the points of largest pitch range expansions that paragraph divisions were marked. 
However, the discourse segmentations were nearly identical in the two versions for 
Speaker DW. We could interpret this as saying that Speaker FP changed the topic 
relationships more between the spontaneous and read versions than Speaker DW 
did. Speaker .DW seemed to have more or less preserved the organization of the 
original spontaneous conversation, judging from the discourse segmentations and 
similar use of pitch range. 
8. Perception test 
The materials used in this studied differed from the spontaneous versus read 
speech used in such studies as Remez et al., 1985; Remez et al., 1986; Blaauw, 
1991; Blaauw, 1992. Since the read speech was a connected discourse based on 
spontaneous speech and was deliberately read with the aim of trying to make it 
sound spontaneous, I wondered how well the readers had succeeded in their task. 
That is, was the read speech perceived as spontaneous or read? In addition, the two 
speakers differed dramatically in the extent to which the pitch range patterns 
reflecting topic organization corresponded between the spontaneous and read 
versions of the conversations. For Speaker· FP the two versions were very 
different, while for Speaker DW they were very similar. I wondered if these 
differences between speakers could be partially explained by characteristics of the 
read speech versions. Specifically, did DW remember or recreate the structure of 
the spontaneous speech in his read version more so than FP did in his (as the use of 
pitch range would lead us to believe), and if so, was Speaker DWs read speech 
more spontaneous sounding than Speaker FP's? If this were true, then we would 
expect to find excerpts from DW's read version perceived as spontaneous more 
often than excerpts from FP's read version would be perceived as spontaneous. 
Finally, I wondered if longer excerpts were more often correctly identified as 
spontaneous or read than shorter excerpts. Longer excerpts may contain more cues 
to the spontaneous or read nature of the text than shorter excerpts because the larger 
amount of material is more likely to contain hesitation phenomena in the 
spontaneous, . etc., and may reveal to the listener differences in patterns of 
transitions between phrases and topics in the two modes of speech. To address 
these questions, I designed a perception test to test how well listeners could 
correctly identify excerpts of _these spoken conversations and the reenacted read 
speech as spontaneous or read Listeners were presented with utterances from each 
speaker and different lengths of utterances. 
8.1 Method 
Subjects. Twenty eight undergraduate linguistics students volunteered to 
participate in the experiment. All were native speakers of American English and 
none reported any hearing impairment. 
Stimuli. The spontaneous and read conversations of both speakers were 
segmented into utterances one sentence long, three sentences long, and five 
sentences long. The three sentence and five sentence long utterances overlapped by 
one sentence at the beginning and one at the end with other members of the series. 
Thus each of the single sentences occurred at least once and at most twice in the 
three sentence utterance set and the five sentence utterance set. 
Design and procedure. A stimulus tape consisting of two parts was 
prepared, and items were presented in blocks of 10, with a three second interstimuli 
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interval. Listeners could take a break between the two parts. Part I included 110 
one sentence long utterances in random order (2 speakers x (29 + 26)), and Part II 
included 78 three and five sentence long utterances in random order (2 speakers x 
((13+13) 3 sentences+ (7+6) 5 sentences). There were 28 listeners and 188 items, 
for a total of 5264 responses. 
Listeners sat in a soundproof room listening to the stimulus tape over 
headphones and for each item circled either 'spoken' or 'read' on an answer sheet. 
'Spoken' meant they thought the excerpt they heard could have come from a 
naturally occurring conversation between two friends, and 'read' meant that they 
thought that the excerpt they heard came from a reenactment of a conversation, read 
from a transcript of a naturally occurring conversation. They were told that the 
readers were trying to make the reading sound as much like a spontaneous 
conversation as possible, so that it might be difficult to tell whether it was 
spontaneous or read. They were told they were there to judge how well the readers 
had done in reading naturally. The task took approximately 40 minutes; 
8.2 Results 
Chi-squared tests showed that there was a significant effect of speaker on 
perception of the utterances as spontaneous or read. More of DW's utterances were 
perceived as spontaneous than were FP's (:X:2(1)= 159.14, p < .01). Listeners 
perceived 68% of DW's utterances as spoken and 51 % of FP's as spoken. In 
actuality, half were spontaneous and half were read for each speaker. Fig. 19 
shows these judgments in the columns labeled 'perceived as spontaneous' and 
'perceived as read'. The columns labeled 'ss' are the spontaneous utterances 
which were perceived as spontaneous, and 'rs' are the read utterances which were 
misperceived as spontaneous. The columns labeled 'rr' are the read utterances 
which were perceived as read, and 'sr' are the spontaneous utterances which were 












ss rs II rr sr 
perceived as perceived as 
spontaneous read 
Fig. 19. Perception results in judging material spontaneous or read for the two 
speakers. (left) Speaker FP, (right) Speaker DW. Many more of DW's read 
utterances were misperceived as spontaneous utterances than were FP's. 
ss: spontaneous perceived as read, rs: read perceived as spontaneous, rr: read 
perceived as read, sr: spontaneous perceived as read. Three different lengths 
of material are shown: white fill is 1 sentence long, medium fill is 3 sentences 
long, darkest fill is 5 sentences long. 95% confidence intervals are marked. 
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ss rs!!rr sr 
perceived as perceived as 
spontaneous read 
show the three different lengths of utterances. The white fill represents 1 sentence 
long utterances, the medium fill 3 sentence long utterances, and the darkest fill 5 
sentence long utterances. As we can see from the columns labeled 'rs', many more. 
ofDW's read utterances were misperceived as spontaneous than FP's. We also see 
that fewer of DW's spontaneous utterances are misperceived as read as compared to 
FP. The percentage perceived correctly as spontaneous or read was significantly 
different for the speakers, 73% for FP and 64% for DW <x,2(1)= 51.9, p < .01). 
For Speaker FP, length of the utterance (i.e. 1 sentence, 3 sentences, or 5 
sentences) had a significant overall effect on the number of correct judgments made 
(i.e. spoken when spoken, read when read), (X2 (2) = 27.2, p < 0.01). Further 
analysis revealed that the difference was significant only for the shortest (1) vs. 
longer (3, 5) utterances (1 vs. 3: x2 = 17.3, p < 0.01; 3 vs. 5: x2 = 0.24, p > 0.1). 
Longer utterances were judged correctly more often. This could be because more 
tum taking clues are provided in the longer utterances. However, for Speaker DW, 
length of utterance had no significant overall effect on the number of correct 
judgments (:x;2 (2)= 3.612, p > 0.05). That means that there was no significant 
difference for the shortest vs; longer utterances for this speaker. Utterances were 
no more likely to be perceived correctly when they were longer. 
8.3 Discussion 
The perception test revealed that there were significant differences between 
the two speakers as to how the speech materials were perceived. Speaker FP's 
utterances were judged correctly on average about 73% of the time, with more of 
the longer utterances (three and five sentences) judged correctly than the shortest 
(one sentence) utterances. However, only 64% of Speaker DW's utterances were 
judged correctly, and there was no significant effect of length of utterance. Mqre of 
DW's read utterances were misperceived as spontaneous than were correctly 
perceived as read. This was not true for Speaker FP. This lends support to the 
interpretation that DW read more naturally than FP and succeeded in producing a 
read text that sounded quite spontaneous. The fact that the shorter utterances were 
more often misjudged than the longer utterances for Speaker FP could mean that 
longer excerpts from the conversations or readings gave the listeners more clues to 
the true mode of speech. However, for Speaker DW the listeners did not categorize 
longer excerpts correctly more often, perhaps meaning that DW succeeded in 
reenacting spontaneous relationships between phrases in the read speech. 
The results of these listening tasks are clearly at odds with the claims that 
listeners know immediately whether they are listening to natural spontaneous 
speech or read speech. Perhaps it wouldbe more realistic to say that people do not 
really know whether an utterance is spontaneous or read, but that they make 
judgments early. For example, in a gating experiment with Dutch (Blaauw, 1992), 
listeners were able to classify utterances as spontaneous or read about 82% of the 
time when given the full sentence, but as well as 63% given the first two syllables 
and 75% given the first 6 syllables. Since in my experiment liste.ners were only 
correct on average 73% or 64% depending on the speaker given fµH s~ntenq:s and 
even several sentences together, We must say that the differences between 
spontaneous and read speech are not as clear-cut as they might at first,~eem. It 
seems more likely that there is a continuum between clearly spontaneous and ~!early 
read speech, with differences in style being quite important. Hesitations, false 
starts, long pauses and the like are prototypical of spontaneous speech, but 
spontaneous speech does not have to be disfluent. Read speech is often 
syntactically distinct since it is based on written texts. Since the read speech in this 
task was based on spontaneous speech, the syntax was more typical of spontaneous 
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speech than a read text. The additional instruction to the readers to read. the 
transcript to make it sound like a spontaneous conversation further blurred the 
edges between the two kinds of speech. 
Perhaps the comparison between the two speech styles in this study would 
benefit from being considered in tenns of the scales unprepared versus prepared or 
unrehearsed versus rehearsed. On those scales, Speaker FP's spontaneous 
narrative was less prepared than DW's spontaneous narrative, because DW has 
spoken about his teaching methods and the use of the character Mrs. Femblaster 
before. We have talked about teaching experiences together before, and have had 
conversations discussing pedagogical methods. So, with more rehearsal still, 
DW's read version is not likely to change its organizational structure as much as 
FP's read version of a story which he had not told before. There are also individual 
differences between people and their acting ability, and hence how well they can 
reenact aconversation and make it seem natural. 
9. . l)is·cussion 
Two different spontaneous conversations were recorded and reenacted as 
read speech by the original speakers. A listening test involving categorizing 
excerpts from these conversations as spontaneous or read showed that accurate 
identification was not entirely straightforward. Many of the read utterances were 
perceived as spontaneous, and some of the spontaneous utterances were perceived 
as read. Many more of Speaker DW's read utterances were perceived as 
spontaneous than Speaker FP's. Apparently skilled readers reading matedal based 
on spontaneous conversation can succeed to a certain extent in producing utterances 
that sound convincingly spontaneous. 
The patterns of results for the two speakers were not identical, which is not 
particularly surprising, given that the listening test detennined that the two speakers 
succeeded to different degrees in producing read speech that sounded like 
spontaneous speech. Several acoustic measures were made to see if they 
distinguished the two versions. Pause duration measures revealed that both 
speakers had similar pause duration distributions, with a higher mean and larger 
standard deviation of pause duration in the spontaneous than in the read speech. 
These results match previous findings. A measure of fundamental frequency, the 
mean FO peak per phrase, distinguished Speaker FP's spontaneous from read 
speech, but itdid not distinguish Speaker DW's spontaneous and read speech. 
Measures of average FO and FO range have found different relationships depending 
on language and the specific materials used; this speaker difference is anqther such 
result. 
A symbolic phonological intonational analysis found some consistent 
patterns in the differences between spontaneous and read speech. The phrases in 
the read· version were longer on average than the phrases in the spontan~ous 
version. The transcription also showed that there was no use of the H-H% high 
rising contour as grounding or checking to see that the listener understood. It 
seems that there was interaction with the listener in the spontaneous version which 
was missing in the· read· version. The read spee·ch lacked the hallmarks of 
interactivity in the spontaneous speech except the ones that are inherent to the text 
(change of speaker, explicit questions). We could say then that the read version 
was more like coordinated monologues rather than a true dialogue. The read 
version was like the spontaneous minus true interaction between the speakers. 
The discourse organizations were clearly different between the spontaneous 
and read versions for Speaker FP, but they were relatively similar for Speaker DW. 
The pitch tree algorithm (based oil measures of the peak pitches of all intetrriediate 
phrases)'provided a method for comparing the organizational structure of matched 
spontaneous and read speech discourses; It provided a way of testing the 
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predictions about . how pitch range is used to signal topic structure. The 
segmentation that the pitch tree algorithm imposed upon the discourses 
corresponded quite closely to the discourse segmentation that the independent coder. 
assigned to the discourses. The best match between the pitch tree segmentation and 
the discourse segmentation was in the read version of Speaker FP's section 
'College'. 
Although the spontaneous and read versions were nearly identical in terms 
of syntax, different items were marked as salient, and topics were grouped together 
differently. The read versions were grouped into sections with relatively clear 
hierarchical topic structures. The spontaneous versions showed some evidence of 
hierarchical topic structure, but they also had disruptions to these topic 
organizations due to false starts, corrections, and the influence ofpossible turns. I 
hypothesize that the planned production units differ between spontaneous and read 
speech. I propose that spontaneous conversations are organized both in terms of 
topic structure and tum taking, with some turns following more easily than others, 
and read conversations are organized more in terms of preplanned sections. In the 
read versions, the readers know exactly what is coming up and do not have to 
negotiate for turns with the conversational partners. This gives them more control 
over deciding what relationship to give to the various topics. One meaning of pitch 
increase seems to be a reflection of the start of a new unit, whether it is a new topic 
or a new turn. 
The pitch tree segmentations, together with the discourse annotations, 
showed that pitch increased in these discourses at the beginning of new topics and 
at the beginnings of new turns, or potential turns. This matches previous findings. 
Each such pitch range increase started a new hierarchical tree of descending pitch. 
The pitch tree algorithm relied on these pitch increases to segment the text, and so 
could only capture relationships among phrases such as topic subordination and 
septence internal declination. However, there were also relationships 1tmong 
phrases based on increasing pitch, for example, fals~ starts, corrections, and 
introductory phrases. These relationships could only be represented indirectly in 
the descending pitch trees built by the algorithm. The pitch trees helped to explore 
the multifunctional use of pitch .range changes without first having to posit 
categories ofpitch range and abstract a.way .from the phonetic signal. 
The pitch tree algorithm for representing.pitch trees could benefit from.some 
fine tuning. As I have defined it now, any local increase in pitch gives rise to a new 
pitch tree at the appropriate level. Very small differences in frequency, such as 1 to 
5 Hz should probably not count as differences in level. Such small differences can 
be due to measurement errors or inherent fundamental frequencies of different 
vowels and probably are not even reliably distinguished by listeners. Further work 
would need to be done to determine how big a· difference should be represented as a 
difference, and if it depends on the absolute location in the frequency range. 
However, it has been interesting to see how much could be learned by using this 
extremely simple coding of the conventional wisdom that pitch increases for new 
topics and that subtopics have pitch ranges less than their main topics. The method 
showed that this was true to a certain extent in even quite complicated texts, 
spontaneous as well as read, but that this was not the whole story. It revealed a 
need to be able to represent connective increasing pitch relationships as well 
decreasing pitch relationships for such things as the possibility of introducing a new 
topic and subsequent corrections. · 
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